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The'-Educational Resources.Information Center (ERIC) is a national infOr-
. !nation. system operated by the United States Office of Education. ERIC

serves the educational community by disseminating educational research re-
sults and other resource information that can b,..ttsed in developing more
effective educational programs.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management; one of eighteen such
units in the system, was established at the University of Oregon in f 966. \ The
Clearinghouse and its seventeen companion units process research reports and
journal articles fOr announcement in ERIC's index and abstract bulletins.

Research teports arc announced in Research in Education (RIE), available
in many/libraries and by subscription for 121 a year from the UnitedStates
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Most of the documents
listedin RIE can be purchased through the ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, operated by Leasco Information Products, Inc.

Journal articles are announced in Current index to Journals in Education.
CIJE is also ,available in many libraries afid can be ordered for $39 a year
from CCM Information Corporation, 866 Third Avenue, Room 1126, New
York, New York 10022. Annual and semiannual cumulations can be ordered
separatel)t.

Besides processing documents and journal articles, the Clearinghouse has'
another major functioninformation analysis and synthesis. The Clearing-
house prepares bibliographies, literature reviews, state-of-the-kn ow le dge papers,
and other interpretive research studies on topics in its arca. y

UCEA

The mission'of the University Council for Educational AdministratiOn is
to improve the preparation of administrative personnel in education. Its
membership consists of major universities in the United States and Canada.
UCEA's central staff works with and through scholars in member universities
to. create new standards and practices in administrator preparation and to
disseminate the results to interested institutions.

UCEA's interest in the professional preparation of educational administra-
tors includes both continuing education and resideift, preservice 'programs.
Interinstitutional cooperation and communication are basic tools used in
developffient activities; both administrators and professors participate in
projects.

The Council's efforts currently are divided into six areas: developing and
testing strategies for improving administrative and leadership practices in
school systems; encouraging an effective flow of leaders into preparatory pro-
grams'and posts \ of educational administration; advancing research and its
dissemination; providing information and ideas helpful to those in universities
responsible for designing preparatory programs:- integrating and improving
preparatory -programs in specific areas of administration; and developing and
evaluating the Monroe City URBSIM simulation and support materials.
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During the last decade, programs to prepare cducat tonal:adminis-
trators have undergone considerable change. Growing specialization.
in the field of educational adniinistration resulting from' new
knowledge production (for`example, operations research) is one
reason for the prograni change. Another is the continuing sedch
for more effective patterns, of field experience, instructional
method, and content in preparatory programs.

Because of the varied changes achieved in preparation in different
universities, those interested in designin. or 'updating programs
today are faced with a greater number of options than was the
case ten years ago. A majopurpose of this monograph series is to
shed light on the various bptions now available to those interested
in administratbr xreparition. A second purpose is . to advance
general understanding of developments in preparation during the
past decade. The series is directed to professors, students; and
administrators interested in acquiring information on vatiotis as-
pects of preparation.

vii
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Each author in the series has been asked to define the parameters
of his subject, review and analyze /went pertinent literature and
research, describe promising new practices' emerging in 'actual
training programs across the country, and identify knowledge gaps
and project future developments. The papers in the series were
planned and developed cooperatively by the ERIC Clearinghouse
on Educatiimal Management and the University Council for Edtt--
tational :Administration. The. editors of the series hope that the
monographs will prove valuable. to thOse interested in understanding

;and .assessing recent .and projecied developments in preparation.
In this Monograph,, the second in the. series; Richard Wynn

describes the6riety of new and innovative instructional methods
and materials being used to prepare educational adtninistrators.
reports that in recent -years remarkable progress has been madein

" the development of tCmipnventional instructional techniques, in=
eluding laboratoKy training, case method, simulation, games, and ,

independent st.ucy. .

4Dr. Wynn is '°a professor of education and chairman of-. the
Department of EduCational Administration at the University .of
Pittsburgh, a post he has held since 1967. Dr. Wynn pos esses an
extensive and diversified ba/ckground. in cducatiori,' hav g served
as a classroom teacher, school superintendent, board education
member, researcher, and professor. Ht received his bac elor's degree. ta .

in 1939 froM Bucknell, University, his master's gree in 1946
from Bucknell Uni,ersity, and his doctor's dcgr in -1952 from
Teachers College, Columbia University.

.

The author of numerous publications, Dr. Wy n has written
extensively about such subjects as educational technology, human
relations, organi4at ion, and staffing. Meting his recent works are the ,
seventh- edition of American Edurritit, coauthored with Chris
DeYounA, and a monograph, Instructional Technology and the
School Administrator, coauthored with others and published by the
Ainerican Association of School Administrators.

PHILIP K. PIELE
JACK CULBERTSON
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Introduction

Ale t
L.

Where in the educational enterprise might One expect to discover
the most effective instructional methods and niaterials in use? Rea-..
son might dictate that professors of educational administration, by

°the very fact of their particular specialization, should be masters of
pedagogy and curriculum development.However, the 1960 year-
book of the American Association of School AdministAttors
(AASA) incisively criticized the .instructional method and content
of courses in pchool administration.:

The mediocrity of programs of prepar'ation comes fromthe,sterility of
methods reported. Instruction is classroom bound; administration is
talked about rather than, observed, felt,,and in these and,other ways
actually experienced. Where the student should be "scared" by expo:
sure to he facts of administrative life, he is instead bored by the tame
farm of semid-hand success stories. Where the student should' be fat--
tened by a rich diet of multidisciplinary fare, he is starved by the lean
offerings of provincial chow. (1960, pp. 83-84)

Only four years later an AASA survey of preparation programs

1
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for administrators indicated the changes that were taking place:

The use of simulated situations, game theory, cases, theory de, elopment
and problem-oriented seminars, in addition to or without the usual
textbook-lecture-distussicrn techniqueis mentioned in a majority, he
questionnaires (from 212 of 289 institutions offering graduate work
for superintendents of schools) even though no specific question was
directed toward these approaches to learning. How prevalent-they are is
unknown, but they certainly form a part of the frontier in the leaching.
Of school administration. (1964, pp. 4445) .

The, one thing ithat th'e surveyed professor`s insisted on re-

porting to AASA.was that they are using a- variety of new teach-
ing materlials and techniques. A .substantial amount of similarly
persuasive evidence discloses that remarkable progress' has 'been
made since 1960 in the developmenL.4 instructional methods.
and materiali for programs in educational administration.

SCOPE AND PURPOSE

This monograph deals with the development of some of the
more noteworthy unconventional methods and materials of in-
struction being used in tile preparation of school administrators.
Other monographs in this series deal with the use of computer-
assisted instruction, field experiences; and inse'rvice training for
.school administrators; therefm>e, these methods are not included
in this discussion:

Another limitation of this monograph deserves mention. The
development of instructional methods and materials contributes

-.not only to the preparation of schOol adminikators but also to
research, theory development, scholarly thought in administration,
and various managerial aspects of preparation programs, such as the
selection of students and the assessment of their performance.
This discussion is limited largely to consideration: of instructional'
contributions to administrator preparation; although brief attention
is given to several of these other matters, particUlarly in chapter 4.

It is hoped this monograph will call attention to some of the
more noteworthy unorthodox instructional methods and materials
for preparing school administrators. The dissemination of promising
'instructional practices may be quickened by- the identification of
persons, organizations, and institution's associated with some of the
prototypic developments. Although the literature on this topic was

'\)
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searched and alt meinber institutions of the University Council for
Educational Administration were invited to contribute materials,
space limitations and the fugitive "nature of much of the desciip-
tive material preclude all pro totypes' being included here..

Chapter 2 provides a historical perspective on the topic and
explores the rationale that supports the accelerating development
of innovative instructional methods and materials. Chapter 3 de-
scribes new instructional methods and materials under the headings
laboratory training, case method, simulation, games, and indepen-
cicot study. Cha-Pter 4 deals witli some current problems and issues

ing to instructional methods and,materiali and forecasts
tronds A bibliography cells atterifipn to literature related to

the topic.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The nomenclature of unconventiebnal instructional methods in
managem'ent training -is disorganized and imprecise. Theterm case
method is one exception, since it carries a rather well-understood
connotation of both material and method. However, the sophis-
tication of thelnethod_is,as with most instruction, a function of
the instructor.and learner rather than the material;

Beyond thip term, the nomenclature becomes rather murky. For
ficxample, in a strict sense the term simulation specifies a process by

which instructiQnal material or a learning activity is' created. As
such, the term tells uS nothing of the instructional method em-
ployed in the use of the material. The terms films;games, cassettes,'
videiitapcks, and resource banks also specify only the media and tell
its nothing of the method, content, or objectives of instruction.

The term human relations laboratory, is unique in that it suggests
content:but the term laboratory is so vague Tn this usage that it
covers a wide,variety of methods; that is, the pboratory method
may be used to generate learning in any content-area: Again, role
playing specifics an activity tliat may be used for learning, but tells
us nothing about nstructional method or materials..

These matters are treateditere as reminders of the communica-
tion problems that exist in dealing withinstructional methods and
materials. They also suggest thC impossibility of.establishing dtderly
and exclusive categories in the discussion that f011aws.

. /
r
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0
spite.spite. of. these difficulties, it is necessary.to provide some defi-

nition of the methods of instruction discussed here.

LABORATORY TRAINING

Laboratory training is commonly addressed to the task of in-
fluencingbehivior u social system or subsystem and, in that con-
text, is spoken o variously as "human relations training," "leader-
ship training;" '7-groups," "sensitivity training," and "encounter'
groupS." Laboratory training ranges from simple "9uickie." exer-
cises of' a Few minutes' duration to intensive training 'seminars
lasting severgl weeks or longer. Thus, the term laboratory training
embraces a wide variety of instructionaL stratagems that almost
defy precise dentiition..0cIntyre defines the laboratory approach
as "..indnstructional system or procedi re in which a group of/
learner placed in a situation usually ha ng some of the elements
of realit simulation, in which the lear er's behavior in dealin
with the pioblem at hand produceS data that are organized and f .11
back- to the group to form a basis for a4dysis and interpret, iqn
by the group" 1967, p. 14). ,

SIMULATION - ..
t I . ,

The term simulation defines a probess by which imality-orie ited
materials are generated, ratherthan a discrete instnictional me hod
or medium: Thus, the distinctions between sidulation and Alia
classes of- instructional materials, such /as

o ,

case/studies, or be wcen
. .simulation' and other modes of instructi such' as role pliayiiig,

I .are not precise. In common parlance,.iimUlation is used with refer-
ence to a multitude or learning activitie/and instructional m4thods.
In scope it may include the representation 1:1f a simple irici ent or
exercise, or the creation of a comPlex system: The system ay be
a social system, such as a schocl district; a man - machine ystem,
such as a pilot and his aircraft; or//a pure cOmputer simur tion in-
yolvingonlYcomputer-problem-shlving behaviOr. As used for in-,
structional purposes in educational administration, simul i tion is
commonly of the social system iype but ranges,from slm le inci-
dents to complex systems: /

. A
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. Many definitions of simulation have been advanced. For Abe
purposes of this monograph, I prefer this definition by Sackman:

Simulation is the differential representation of objects and events in any. ,.. 4,. ----
. portion of a referent systemand its environment by actual and analogous
. counterparts as they iiropeeationaliy defined and ekercised in an experi-

mental test setting. (1967, p. 305)

1. . CASE METHOD / .
k

Broadly speaking,' a case may be defined simply- as a narrative
description lof a real event, written or drevtized on sound film,
videotape, or audiotape, and varying in(lergth. The case usually
contains aproblem, set in sufficient background to permit adequale
understanding of the Variables impinging 'on the resolution. The

. . probleni may rangc.rom a ,simple issue to a 'complex topic placed.
# -.' in abroad context of time and milieu. The case' description may or

1

!maynot inelit'cle:tiie' decision actually taken with respect to the ...

rcalpro Wm. . .1,

I -s

.9

Particularly in educational administration, but not always so in
, publk administration,,.. the case study is nonfiction, with only

namcs'and identifiable?iirtitdets changed to protect the anonymity
. I of. the real circumstance. Although simulations may be built on

° 'Peal situations, the simulatiofirrative is usually more fictional-
. ' ized and more didactic-than the nonfictional narrative olthe case

treACI:i0 io n
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GAMES

Agatne is' an insttuctional system or procedure in which learne rs
participate, either as individuals or as teams,,in a simulation of
reality. The participants'. role playing produces data that arc orga-

t.nized and fed back to the competitors to form a basiS for scoring
performance and identifyingwinners and losc,rs of the game. Thus,
games include (1) simulation of reality, (2) role playing of assigned
tasks, and(3) scoring of performance. Without the scoring and the
competition implicit in the scoring, games would be indistinguish-
able from a case study or an in-basket type of simulation. (An in-
basket is a collection of unfinished, tasks such as those commonly
found in an "in" basket on one's\ desk,.)

*A.
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The game _commonly includes background material, 7 problcni
or array of problems, and a set of criteria that define the quality
of the solutions from the perspective of the role the individual
player orteam assumes. The criteria order the data, which are fed
back in a manner that yields scores and permits the determination
of the winner and Itser.

!lames may be differentiated-as single-round or multiple- round.
In single -round games, the play ends when dccisions are reached on
a- single problem/1r set of problems. Multiple-round games require
the players- to respond to more than one round Of problems, with
the options for subsequent decisions constrained or opened by the
consequences of the previous:decision. ,1

Games may also be classified as genoll or functional. General
games-deal-with. broad' otolerns of planning, organizing, coordinat-
ing, or communicati g in which the relationships among the
variables are not pre sely clear. Functional gamcs.deal with much
mores - ems, and the relationships among the variables
are clearly specified. The game may include as many or as few
variables as are essential to thecleci'Sion at hand.

INDEPENDENT STUDY

Independent study is study uridertaketrunder the student's direc:,,,
tion either with or without an adviser's assistance in planning,
guidance, and evaluation. The media of independent study are
legion: booki, periodicals, surveys, films, videotapes, audiotapes,
case Otudies, observation; term papers, dissertations, research proj-
ects, and many others. Independent study may be programmed or
unprogrammed,., incidental Or systematic, supplementary or self-
sufficient, for credit or not for credit, self-initiated or faculty
initiated. Independent study is'so common,and so well understood
that further description of the concept is unnecessary._

MATERIALS OF INSTRUCTION

Most of the materials.of instruction may be used in conjunction
with any instructional mode. The treatment of materials of instruc-
tion is. therefore incidental to the discussion of the instructional
method.
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History- and Rationale

Beginning in the late 1940s4.--.and cOntiniiitig through the .1950s
and 1960s, several orgbaniza ns played impo4t roles in the
developnient of innovative inst tetional methods and materials
for preparing educational adminis ators. The exploratory and
developmental work of these organizations, together with a variety
of other forces fochange; contributed to the remarkable progress
made in recent'yeass. r

EARLY INITIATIVE OF NCPEA

The National Conference of Professors of Educational#dniinis-
ti-ation (NCPEA) was the first national body to draw sustained
attention to preparation programs in educational administration.
Most of its early pronouncements dealt with platitudes rather than
conceptual systeins and with general substance rather than with
method. Nevertheless, the report of NCPEA's second annual work

7
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conference in 1948 did stress the importance of improving "the
techniques of instruction" and the need for a "wide variety of
teaching methods," including group instructional techniques, inde-
penden study, iindlield exRerience. Its list of suggested instruc-
tional materials"pictures, Old documents, film strips, and other
visual aids"sounds rather cjuairit.

Through the 1950s,NCPEA genePal sessions and interest groups
frequeixtly dealt with preparation programs, but attention appeared
to iglus priMarily on the substance and the administration obthe
programs; little emphasis was given to instructional methods and

. materials except for sustained attention to internships.
In 1953 an NCPEA Committee on Instructional Practices re-.

ported that "most of thoie attending the ,meetings of .this
[interest] group were not familiar with the design and philosophy A
of the case method' as used most extensively by, Halyard Univer-
sity. The interest shoW,n in this technique prompted a discussion
which lasted over three days and for which questions were asked
at almost every meeting" (Childress 1953, p. 2).

A chapter on "Learning Administrative Behavior" in a 1957
NCPEA publication (Campbell and Gregg 1957) spoke of the needi
for greater, attention to the development of skills in human rela-
tions and, group processes. This chapter also. cited perhaps the
first prototypes of laboratory training in human relations. for
school administrators on several campuses.

,

IMPETUS OF CPEA

. In 1955 the Southern States Cooperative Program in EducatiOnal
Administration (CPEA) surveyed instructional practices in prepa-
ratiOn programs for school administrators and noted some use of
role playing, case studies, workshops, and audiovisual. aids, along
with more conventional instructional methods. However, frequency
of use was not reported. . . .

..
The Cooperative Program in Educational Adthinistration in thef1950s stimulated improvement of preparation progr ms for school,

administrators, but again effort appeared to be dire ted primarily.
toward develoPment of substance, With relatively little attention
given to method of instruction. Attention to field expetiences,..
partkularly the internShip, was a notable exception. ,

. . !. ,

rl
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History and Rationale 9

RAPID DEVELOPMENTAL WORK OF THE 1960s

With the exception of the case method, human relations training,
and field experiences, concerted'use of new instructional methods
and materials developed after 1960.. As noted in the introduction,
the 1960 AASA yearbook complained' of the sterility of instruc-
tional method in preparation programs and concluded that depart-
ments of cdticational administration generally had not made use of
role playing, field study, simulation, or any of a variety-of other
instructional techniques. A few years later, AASA (1963) designed
a model preparation program for 'school administrators that in-
cluded use of case study and simulations.

USEOF SIMULATIONS BY UNIVERSITIES

. By the early 1960s a subitantial\movement from "sterile" to
reality-centered methods of instruction was clearly under. way.
Wynn (1964) reported that by 1964 at least sixty-fiveuniversities .
were using simulated materials in either prese 'cc inset-vice

programs. Wide application of other types of reality-o iented in-
structionstruction quicklyrollowed..The general theme for the 19'64 l%1CPEA
conference was "The Instruction of Tomorrow's Educational
Administrators," with most. of the program devoted to instruc-.
tional.methods and materials, particularly, the case. method, games;'
human relations laboratOry exercises, simulation,, field experiences,
surveys, and observation (Thomas 1964).

Culbertson and his associates (1969) pointed out that prepara-
don programs .for school 'administrators in the 1960s were char-

,acterized by developmental work focusing more on simulation than
on case materials, laboratory training, programmed. instruction,
or sensitivity training. They noted that the most \tommonly used
type of simulation was based on the written, in-basket technique,
supplemented by multimedia backfroutici information, filmed
problem stimuli, and Japed interr-NtioA

1

REASONS FOR CHANGE r

There arc several noteworthysreascins for this growing interest
in less conventional and more reality-oriented methods of school
administrator training.
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Sterility of traditional,instruction. The discomfort of the pro-
fession with the sterility, of "classroom-bound" instructions as ex-
pressed in publications of AASA and NCPEA, has already been.
noted. This factor was reinforced by a UCEA study that sought to
identify the main trends and critical needs of doctoral programs
for preparing 'school superintendents. (Culbertson and Farquhar

. 1971). The study reported ,hat the characteristics of methodology
in preparatory prOgrams most highly valued by both professors and
practicing schoOl adMinistrators arc' the variety of approaches. em-
ployed, the extent to which student participation is encouraged,
and the degree° of reality oricntatioa.Programs rated high on these
variables were more positively perceived than :other prograros.

. The report al§o noted that many professors and administrators
rejected heavy reliance on the traditional lecture-and-textbook ap-
proach to teaching. Overreliance on lectures was identified as 'a
common weakness of a number of programs. Concomitantly, the .
desirability of increased use of seminars, sniallgroup discussion,
reality-oriented approaches (such as case analysis and-simulation),

. and other strategies to stimulate increased student involvement
was noted.

Impact of other fields. Instructional innovatiOn in other fields
'of administrator preparation also .hid an impact on programs'in
educational administratiw., Enterprises of the Cooperative Program
in Educational Administration brought together professors of cdu-
cational administration and' professors' of business administration
and public administration,"thereby quickening an exchange of.
insights into instructional methods and materials. (Preparation
programs in business administration had used case studies: and
management games much earlier than programs in educational
administration.)

Frcdcriksen's in-basket simulation methods, desi ned for business
manageri, served as a, bridgebetween business and-c.ducational ad-
ministration

c'

*(1Q57). Fredcriksen also sparkcd initiath e 1 t11,the De-

velopment of Criteria of Success project, which produced the first
sophisticated simulation in sehool administration:Although few of
the project's instructional materials were transferable from one
'field of administration to another, the methods of instruction were.

Management science emphasis. Meanwhile, "business schools"
were becoming "schools of management" on the theory that man-
agement science is generalizable to virtually .any organizational.

174.1.
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environment, profitmaking or otherwise. Management schooliwere
preparing to ,train managers for both public and private enterprises,
and were becoming lessi interested in theory and knowledge and
more interested in the-developmeiit of attitudes and skills of man-
agement (System Development Corporation 1970).

Proponents of this view held that management skill is in the
application of knowledge rather, than in the knowledge itself. Pre-
dictably, this chinge in emphsis Was accompanied by increasing
use of methods of instruction designed to strengthen manigemenit
skills in Mathematical modeling, linear programming, and decision-
making through the use of management: games,. role playing,
T-groups, case study, and other reality-oriented types of-instruction:

Reality chientation- . The need to relate instruction more directly
to the reality of administration was-becotkling increasingly evident.
Simon's picturesque description of classical content in adMinistra-
tion as "homely ,proverbs, myths, slogans,,ponus inanities, in
terms not unlike those used by Ubangi medicine men to discuss
disease" was as applicable to school administration as it was to

;other fields of management. Simon insisted that the content of
literature and instruction in administrationnot school administra-
tion particularly, but- administration in generalsuffered from
superficiality, oversimplification, and lack of realism. In launching
this attack, Simon gave expression to the widespread disenchant-
ment of many academicians and practitioners with the substantial

'gulf between prescribed principles'and effective practice.
During the last two decade, reality orientation has been a com-

mon element in Most instructional innovations in educational ad-
ministration. Early' interest focused on taking the classroom into
reality through internships and other types of guided field experi-
ences. Although this interest has continued, many recent innova-
tions have been designed to bring reality into the classroom. Both
emphases are needed-Bothseek to,reduce the.gap between theory
and practice by placinethem in juxtaposition in the preparation
program. The student administrator no longer need wait for
job experience to apply theory to practice.

Reality- oriented instructional method usually stimulateS affec-
tive, development as well as cognitive development in a manner
beyond the capability of the usual lecture or, reading. The funda-
mental importance of the administrator's values, tastes, emotions,
anxieties; and satisfactions in his administrative behavior becomes

18'
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evident.'Inskructional.meth6ds that force him to participate ac-
tively 'in reality-oriented situations compel, him to face the conse-
quences of his behavior both intellectually and emotionally. '
Professors of educational administration share a growing'recogni-
tion that the development of ocially 'effective school administra-
tors cannot be left to chance.

In an era of great social and emotional unrest in the educational
scene, the social and emotional dimensions of the school adminis7.
trator's behavior become more important. The militancy of stu-
dents and teachers and theunrest of minority groups have f6,iced
on:the school administrator fateful dilemmas that can be separated
.neither from their social and emotional context no( from the
administrator's social and,emotional constitution.*

SeveraFeduCational historians have noted that the emphases in
programs o school administrator preparation have been clearly re-

. i lated to the dominant valuei of the time If there is a dominant
value for today's pedagogues, it is the word relevant. In a social
.milieu that is becoming predominantly existentialist, it is hardly
surprising that stuaents of all ages are demanding with increasing
fervor that we Itell it like it is." The ain't of existentialist educa-
tion, as O'Neill (1964) points out, is not simply to help the indi-
vidual cope with his existence, but also to help him expercence his
existence by confronting Om with a sense oil defined purpose. For
the existentialist, the proper outcome of education is a Certain
attitude toward life, and the educated; man is characterized ndt
only by what he knows,' but even more by what he is capable of
knowing and experiencing. i .

The requirement that the student administrator experience the
. . .

imimes of school administration characterizes the uncor ventional
nstructional methods in modern preparation. programsI jr.. school

. administrators. . % .

UCEA and federal funds. Ip spite of 'these social forces, the
movement toward instructional methods in educa-
tional administration ,would have been sorely handicapped with-
out the simultaneous emergence of two fortunate events: the

*For an excellent develoPment of this reasoning, see Jack Culbertson and
others, Preparing Zducational Leaders for the Seventies, (Columbus, Ohio:
University Council for Educational Administration, 1969), Chapters 6-9.
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creation in 1955 of t niversity Council for Educational Ad-
, -

which accepted responsibility foil' the development of
instructional rpaterialyand the enrichment of instructional method;
and the availapility of federal funds for the support of this develop-.
mental work. . .

The bevelopment of Criteria of Success project, which produced
the first. simulated school system (described in chapter '3), was

undertaken by UCEA with fe.deral financial support. This combina-
tion of UCEA. enterprise and U.S. Office of Educa'tion lundssus-.'
tamed the development of secondand third-generation-simulated
schocil systems and ,the Articulated Media Project. The latter a
project placed major emphasis on the role of concepts as guides to
design of instructional methods and materials.

In subsequent undertakings (also des7ribed in chapter 3), UCEA

has emerged as a prolific producer .of new-instructional materials
adapted to well-ratipnalized instructional purposes. the importance
of UCEA in the improvement of both instructional methods and
instructional materials in educational adnainistrationan hardly be
overemphasized. '

4,
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Attention now-turns to descriptions of predominant types of un-
orthodox instructional methods and materials -and to discussion of
Cheir application. In most instances, generalized statements arc
made _canCerning the advantages and, disadvantages commonly'
associated with each nietkodt

The reader is reminded that no claim is made regarding exhaus,
titre coverage,of all prototypes of unorthodox instructional meth-
ods in the field. My intention has been to -consicth the more
widely used instructional methods and some of the more creatively
designed models in the hope that these descriptions, 'limited as
they are in scope, will help the reader perceive. the .general devel-
opment of these unconventional methods.

LABORATORY TRAINING

Laboratory_ training may be directed toward the improvement
of conceptual, human relations, or technical skills. In the field of

14
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educational administration,Nnost laboratory training has been in
the area of human relations.

Laboratory ..training in human relations had its origins as far
back as 1914 in Morerko's work with psychodraina and encounter.
Moreno explains that "encounter? is the nearest translation to the

.,, German Word Begeenung, which .

conveys that two or more persons meet noi only to face one an-
other, but to live and experience one anotheras ,actors, each in his own
right:Jt is not only an'emotional rappOrt, like the professional meeting
of a physician or therapist and patient, or an intellectual rapport, like
teacher And student, or a scientific rapport, like. a participant observer
with his. subject. It is a meeting on the most intensive level Of com-
munication. . . It is an intuitive reversal of 'roles, a realization of self
through the other; it is identity, the rare, unforgotten experience of ,to,tsal
reciprocity. The encounter is extemporanious, unstructured, unplanned..
unrehearsed it occdrs on the spur of the moment. . . It is the conver-
gence of emotional, social and cosmic factors 'which otcur in all
age groups. (1969, pp.7-16)

Moreno spoke of encounter in much the same manner as
1 -.

spoken of today. He saw Begegnunk as the confrontation of per-:-
sons who t.r.y to sec life: through' the perceptions of others and
who try to relate in the fullest possible sense with those others.
Like; most forms of human relations training, psychodrama uses
both verbal and nonverbal communication 'to explore interpeftonal
relations.

Many of the pioneers in human relations training were students
or observers of Morcno: The list includes Lewin, Lippitt, and
Bradford, three of the original founders of the National Training
Laboratorics (NTL). At ,thc. outset, human relations training was
perceived as the training of leaders to meet the needs of modern
organizations and employed the traditional acadcmic modes of
lectures, seminars, and discussions.

In 1946 Lewin started the first T7group ah unstructured training
group that became the basic form for sensitivity training in the NTL
during theolate 1940s and 1950s. The T-group repre.sented a new
approach to training, by which an unstructured group studied its
own dynamics of interaction. Participants were removed Irom:
their .everyday responsibilities and immersed in the live-in labora-
tory activities for two or three weeks of intensive interaction.
The .work of the NTL constituted the major effort toward
sensitivity.training during this era: It brought together hundreds of
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corporation legecutive,s; 'counselors, psychotherapists, college stu-,
dtifis, public admiRistrators (includingemany school administrators),
college professors, 'other educators, and even confirmed drug ad- .-

tx diets and criminals. Human rblationS laboratory training 'spread
to such various settings as industries, universities, school, systems,
and churches.

As Benne (1964) points out, a significant shift in emphasis took
place, in the NIL by the midfifties. Broadly speaking, the original
sociallSiychologicil emphasis was replaced by a clinical psychologi-
cal orientation; the milieu . of study: became the interpersonal '
episodes between the trainer and the individuals in the group,
rather than between the trainer and the organizational and 'corn-
munity structures representCd earlier: The latter focus was usually
preferred by business firms (commonly more interested in pro--ductive organization than in personal development) and typically
followed' traditional 'human relations laboratory training models.
The focus on personal development enjoyed more currency among

"'counselors, psychotherapists., and educators. The interpersonal pat-
tern, with its emphasis on personal 'growth, has given rise to scores
of sensitivity traininggroups, encounter groups, and, human growth
groups, which in turn have given impetus -to the "human potential
movement," as it is commonly known. ) .:

For the conceptual underpinningsof this nuivement, one ,may
select almost any theoretical basis- that heprefers, as Rogers (1967)
points out. Lewiniah and client-centered theories have been most
proMinent, but Gestalt therapy and various theories of psycho-
analysis are also widely used, as well as Rogers' omin concept of
"student-centered teaching."

The recent interest in sensitivity training has produced large
numbers of group leaders, ringing in qualifications from highly
skilled group psychotherapists to thoroughly untrained and in-
competent individuals, some of them pure charlatans. It is not
surprising that public and professionil reaction to sensitivity train-
ing varies from those who find it extraordinarily helpful to those
who regard it as fruitless or, worse yet; dangerous.

In the field of educational adminiStration, examples of various
types of laboratory training in human relations as well,as.SCRsitivity
.training and encounter groups illustrate commjiiiissurnptions
underlying laboratory training.

Il
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'enerally speaking, these, assump tions include the folloiving
.tencts,of human, learning:. y> .

Free expression. of, personal fee,lings is essential to effective develop-
ment. .

Expression of feeliikgs will be freir in,small, relatively unstructured,
ancf client-centered group sctivity.
Immediate feedback of the Consequerces.of one's behavior is essen-
tial to self-understanding and the improvement ozone's interpersO al
relations.

.

Active participation in the learning process qaickens nne'i learning.
Learning activities that are related to.the learner's reaL-life respOn-
sibilities are more effective.
Affective

.
development is more meaningful and effective when the

le'arning tasks are designed lo elicit emotional and social responges.,
Most laboratory training programs art characterized-by certain

common methodological characteristics:
. The groups tend to be small. /

Thegroups'are relatively unstructnredchoosing their own goals and
tasks.

The groups tend to be learner-Centered; the leaderyrespongibility
is usually confined to facilitating the group's objectives, managing
feedback, aiding communication, and perhaps introducing some

ive input.

Intense focus is on group, process and the dynamics of interpersonal
interaction:

The experience itself is the essential message of the laboratory.
Rogerscalls attention to the:Sequence of behavior that is com-

mon . in many intensive human relations training and encounter
groups: .

L milling around
2: resistance to personal expression or exploration

descriptionof past feelings -
4. expression of negative feelings _

5. expression and exploration of personally meaningful materilil
6. expression of immediate interpersonal feelings in group .

7. development of a healing capacity in the group
. 8. self - acceptance and the beginning of change

9. clacking of facades
10. receiving of feedback by individu als
11. confrontation .

12. helping relationships outside the group sessions
13. basic encounter A,

14. expression of.positive feelings and closeness
15. behavior changes in the group (1967)
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HUM7I ITIES SEMINAR
. . .

. .

During the summer of 1970 at Syracuse Univ?rsity,-Herring and
Ra,idles conducted a humanities seminar to explore the follIwing
q estions: Will educators given a concentrated exposure of qrea-
e ity experience" in the hirmanities (1) ex-press themselves
ifferently than they did before the experience? (2) display more, '..4.

i diversity 'and. imagination? (3) evidencegreaier imagination and '
creativity in the organization, structure, and content of written
materials? (4) orri cg e their values pertaining to the art's? and (5)
chnge their 'opinions about values and morality? In short, the
seminar was designed to "generate some kind of social and enio-

-
tional climate which would free people to be, both authentic and
creative." - ,.," _

. The seMiT was based on, the folhiwing rationale, explicated by
Farquhar: . :. - ...

Suclecisful organizational leadership is a creative act in that the admin-
.''' istrator must take a myriad of intricately interrelated variables and from.;

them fashion some kind 40 melningful pattern, structure, form, or se-
quence. He must understa d how one element in his creation derives s'

inevitably from another and irrevocably determines a third. He must be
aware of natural sequences, he must foresee consequences, and he must
recognize critical points. He must know where the imposition of his
will may have an effect and where the result of a sequence is predeter-
mined. All these capabilities, the argument goes, characterize the suc-
cessful artist as well as the successful administrator.

. .. . such terms as "harmony," "discord," "clash," "complement," .
. and "incongruity" can be applied as readily to administration as to

music, painting, or literature.
.

4 . ati The administrator has been likened to the symphony conductor and
the drama director; analogies drawn from the other arts may be equally
appropriate. In a word, the administrator must be an artist: He must

' possess creative skills akin to those bf the producer of art, and he must
possess analytical skills akin to those of the interpreter of art. /(1970;
pp. 1415) ; r.

In sum, it was thought that an oppor9.Tity to develop creative
..-

skills should contribute to adminisfrativAffectiveness; the seminar
activities were based on this assumptiOn.

The activities of the two-week seminar 'included getting ac-
,

.,quainted;brainstorming a problem identified by the group; visiting
museums; seeing the movies "Gettingltraight," "Woodstock," and
"Patton"; experiencing the evolution and present state of Indian

4
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music; participating in a "trust exercise";discuping the philosophi-
cal connotations of .acting and dramatics with an expert. on the
subject; seeing performances of "The-Boys in the Band" and The
Me. Nobody' Knows"; discussing the arts with a poet and song
writer; visiting Rod McKueiliviewing a demonstration of crea-
tivity by an art .teacher; watching an exhibition of karate;- discus-

. sing the meaning of creativity and the characteristics of a creative
society; sharing feelings and perceptions of each other; 'discussing
the relationship between folk music and the blues; and verbally
evaluating all the experiences.

Several instruments were used to gather data from the'partici-
. pants before the experience and again at the end. The evaluation

of the experience yielded tentative affirmative answers to all five
questions posed earlier. It also revealed an enhanced quality of
interpersonal relationships among the group.

HUMAN RELATIONS TRAINING LABORATORY FOR CHANGE AGENTS
,

The University of Tenn-es* has developed a new program for
school administrators designed to prepare them to function as,
change agents in the schools of southern Appalachia. The program
employs a variety of instructional methods, including a human rela-
tions laboratory (sensitivity training); field experienceS, such as in -,
ternships in the students' home districts; simulated problems; a
humanities seminar; a behavioral science seminar; seminars in
change agency, decision-making, and group processes; and course-.
work.

This description is limited to the human relations laboratory
component of the program, under the direction of Trusty.

Two weeks of intensive; work are devoted to the laboratory
. phase of the program, which is directed by trainers from the NTL.
The rationale of the program rests on the premises that those who
will function as change agents must be carable of changing them-
selves, must understand the nature of change, must acquire some
insight as to how they changed, and must be able to acquire
skills in facilitating change among the peoplgrthey work with as

It is assumed that human relations training pro-
vides a major vehicle for assisting each prospective administrato-r
to understand himself better and- to deepen his understanding of
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his relations with others. It is also assumed that the work of the
administrator is most effeclive when it concerns itself with the
process by which work gets done. The emphasis of the University
of Tennessee's human relations training component is place on
personal growth, improving effectiveness in interpersonal rely ons,
and developing communications skills in an organizational setting.

Although several instruments have been used in attempts to
assess the impact of the various program components, the major
evidence in support of the human relations training component
derives from the students' ranking of this experience as "most
valuable." The faculty concludes that as a result of this experience
the participantssare increasingly willing to look at themselves ob-
jectively, to accept their strengths and weaknesses, to share with
their colleagues, to explore change and innovation with less rig-
idity, and to develop a personal authenticity and commitment to
improving educational opportunities.

SKILLFUL PERSONAL ENCOUNTER

Under the leadership of Croft, the. Ontario Institute for Studies
in Education has developed two courses using the laboratory ex-
perience for development in human relations. One course is desik,
.nated as "Skillful Personal Encounter." In an unpublished paper,
Croft describes the essential ingredients of skillful personal
encounter:

It requires a firm and lasting commitment to and interest in others and
is most strongly, but subtly, identified by the emphasis on "not letting
go," that isthe determination to sustain one's interest in the personal
experience without ceasing to care about it.

:It requires paying attention to depth of experience, that is, working
through all the human and interpersonal dynamics that are perceived
and felt in a given situation.
It is more a choice on the part of the participant than a design of the
situation or experience.
It is addressed to the personal impact or dynamic impact of the
situation, that is, what the experience is doing to the individuals
rather than what it is doing for them.
It is more dependent on subjective impressions of the moment than
cm) accuracy and validity of impressions, (paraphrased from pp. 1-16)

The rationale for the skillful personal encounter is based on
these assumptions:
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It is the responsibility of the student to seek and explore himself in
his interpersonal work.

It is the responsibility of the student to experience and discover the
impacts he makes on others.
People in schools arc primarily growth facilitators engaged in pro-
ducing significant change in others (learning).
Persdnal skills and resources and meaningful, personal integration of
learnings canbe acquiicd only through personal choice; that is, the
willingnesi to participate fully in significant personal encounter.

5 Meaningful integration of related literature can best occur when the
literature content helps to explain some phenomenal reality for the
person in the encounter.
Every aspect of the course, including the evaluation scheme, is speci-
fically planned to create a climate conducive to skillful personal en-
counter. (paraphrased from.pp. 1 7-1 8)

Croit's second course, "Interpersonal Relations in School Sys-
tems," as the title implies, deals with the personal relations of
people in schools.. Task groups composed of fivetpersons work
through a kit (Human Development Institute .1968) designed to
give them an elementary foundation in knowledge of interper-
sonal relations. The- tasks in the course are inductively designed
from the needs expressed by the group. The instructor introduces,
when appropriate, a number of "structured interventions," which
provide guidelines for experime..ntation with interaction to facili-
tate learning about human behavior, and partiCularly about one's
own response to a given situation. These interventions range from
authority-prone directions given by at) expert psycbodra:matist to
role-playing or simple pencil:and-paper activities to illustrate or de-
rive the interpersonal dynamics occurring in the class.

Croft reports that the coristant interplay between practical
nt

prob-fles and personal encounter proves' most rewarding. "New ide, s,
thoughts, and intensely personal relationships emerge at an ene -
getic rate. A natural link between field problem and laboratory
trial is created, and distinctions between theory and practice
pale into insignificance when they are placed beside a basic
tenet of skillful personal encounter "' (p. 29).

1,

LABORATORY IN MAXIMIZING INDIVIDUAL AND 'ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Washington State University reports on a five-phase program in
human relations training, aimed at maxitnjzing both individual and
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organizational effectiveness. It is designed to apply existing know- .

ledge about learning and organizational improvement to the prob-
lems of school organization and the staff development and training

.
function.

'4Phase I of this program introduces and reinforces a relatively
small number of important concepts chosen because of their relh-
tionship to organizational needs. Participants are made aware of:

alternatives available to them in their approach to leadership
their own predominant style of leadership and its impact on others
other possibly 'More _effective leadership styles to serve as desirable
models
specific skills that contribute to more effective leadership

13opportunities o practice these skills /
opportunities more effective working relationships

In phase 2, the participants are organized into teams to examine
such factors as leadership, communication) interpersonal relations,
and decision-making and are given.an opportunity to' apply, the
concepts learned in phase 1 to immediate organizitional problems.
The objectives of phase 2 are to develop effective team efforts; to .
examine, improve, and clarify o ectives; and to identify problems
of coordination and cooperation ith other functions and at other
levels within the organization.

Phase 3 gives attehtion to problems of coordination, coopera-
tion, support, communications, and misperception that are identi-
tied as existing within the organization. The objectives of this phase
are to improve communications in order to gain and maintain coor-
dination of effort and to revise instructional objte'tives.

In phase 4, individuals are given an opportunity to apply their
'understanding and skills to schoolwide problems where broad
questions of organizational improvement and change can be ana-
lyzed and where recommendations for change can e. made. The
specific objectives of this phase are to rethink and improve on
every aspect of the educational process, to anticipate and plan for
change, and to develop coordinate systems relevant to organiza-
tional goals. ' 4.

Phase 5 provides the impetus for an integrated application of
the developments in the first four phases. Goal setting and mea-
surement are emphasized in that these constitute important aspects
of individual, group, and organizaiional life. This emphasis pro-
vides feedback to make the system a self-correcting one. Possible
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changes that might be covered in phase 5 include modifications in
organizational structure, changes in functions of certain organiza-
tional units, more comprehensive .planning of objectives, more

-,rapid assimilation of innovations in teaching, and review (If person-
nel policies and practices.

OTHER LABORATORY DESIGNS *-

Kenneth McIntyre at the Urtiversity of Texas has pioneered in
the development of a variety, of laboratory exercises designed to re-
veal certain phenomena in human behavior or unforeseen com-
plexities in seemingly simple tasks. These exercises are single -

purpose tasks that can be completed in relatively short periods of
time. For' example, in one exercise half the participants are asked
to waive a school regulation for the son of a distinguished local
judge, while the other half are confronted with. the -game request
for the son of a day laborer. The results of the two groups of
responses are compared:

In another instance, participants are placed in teams of two or
more, and each team is given. a deck of cards containing.. three sets
of scores for a group of pupils. The participants are asked to group
the pupils into three homogeneous groups for instructional pur-
poses.and then to find the spread for each of the groups on any of
the other scores. The usual reaction is one of surprise when the
participants learn how ineffective one basis for grouping is in re-
ducing the variability in each section on the other measures (Bes-
sent 1967, pp. 14-26).

The National Academy for School Executives (NASE)has made
wide use of laboratory exercises,'designed by its staff and consul-
tants, in the scores of seminars sponsored by the academy across
the country. Most of these laboiatory exercises have been construc-
ted to develop conceptual and technical skills rather than human
relations skills, which are the more, common content of, laboratory
exercises in educational administration. Although intended for use
in inservice seminars for administrators, the materials are also use-
ful in preservice preparation programs, and some of them have been
so used. At the time of this. writing, NASE has.designed and used
laboratory exercises addressed to the following tasks:

30
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design and selection of instruments for evaluation of teachers.
development of strategies for winning a bond issue
planning of strategies for coping with a simulated teacher strike
design of a dece ,(tralization plan for a large urban district
refinement of skills related to public speaking in the mass media
development of skills in the use of the Delphi technique to prepare
fonrange forecasts and action plans based on the forecasts
analysis of the technique of educatiorial auditing
establishment of systems of accountability
forecasts of the role of 'the principal and critTia by which his work
should be evaluated
implementation of planning-programming-budge ng systems
development of the technology for establishing and monitoring per-
formance objectives for a school staff) analysis of prototypes of differentiated staffing and design of one's
own model - ) .

e .

To illustrate the type of laboratory exercises developed by
NASE, the last item listed above,-dealing with differentiated 'staff-:

ing, is described in detail. Entitled "Innovations in School Staffing
, and Organizational Patterns," the lab materials include a descrip-

tion of the simulated tasks assigned to the participant:
....

1.- analyze in detail a prototype differentiated staffing plan currently in
existence and described in detail in the laboratory materials

2. prepare a report for the board on the strengths and weaknesses of the
plan ./. . .

3. develop implementation strategies for adopting a differentiated
i staffing plan in the local school district
F 4. present the plan to the seminar
1,

The purposes of the exercises are fourfold:
t , ( ,

1. to sharpen skills in the analysis of innovative staffing patterns
2. to develop a systematic procedure for making such an analysis

'3. to develop an a areness of factors that must be considered in the
implementation or the differentiated staffing plan 4

X'
4. to-acquaint the rticipant with posiible strategies for coping with

these factors

Each participant is given a set of instructions to guide his team's
implementation strategy for a dif-work. The tam p Ares an.

ferentiated staffing p n designed for the "Hometown School Dis-
\1

trict.." Background material on the district is given. The in structionb
suggest that the report include the following considerations:

priority ranking of activities related to implementation of the plan
budget priorities

I

4
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building program
inservice activities
public relations program
assignment and reassignment of present staffadministrative and
instructional
recruitment, selection, and acquisition of new staff members
evaluatibn procedures

The teams oi participants then role play the presentation of their
report before the remainder of the seminar group, who play the
role of the "Hometown Board of Education."

The extensive use of laboratory exercjses in NASE seminars is
consonant with the academy's commitment to develop practical
skill in dealing with contemporary administrative tasks. These exer-
cises represent functional rather than general laboratory training,
since they deal with specific and quite limited administrative
problems.

CASE. METHOD

The case method of instruction has a long history of use in
schools of medicine, law, and business administration, and in most
of the clinically oriented professions. Case study in medicine and
the clinical disciplines usually is used in analysis of individual case
histories for diagnosis and treatment. In legal training, cases are
used to analyze the principles of law in question and to illuminate
their application to litigation. The use of case studies in business
and public administration is more analogous to their use in school
administration, since the content of these cases usually deals with
group beh vior in complex organizations.

Theca e method in medicine is almost as old as the study of
methane itself. The case method in law is almost a century old.
The begi ning of caseslhdy in business administration occurred in
the Ha and School of-Business immediately after World War 'I.

The u e of cases in training school administrators is a more recent
developMent, stimulated nearly two decades ago by the first three
substantial compilations of cases in educational administration
(Sargent and Belisle 1955; Griffiths 1956; and Culbertson, Jacob-
son, and Reiter 1960). Since then, many other collections of cases
hhve become available in the field of educational administration.
UCEA's annual catalog, Materials

i
for Preparikg -Superintendents,

. .

4
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Principals, and Other EduCational Leaders, lists sixty-six annota-
tions of case studiei% including four filmed case studies and two
tape-recorded cases, which cover a wide range of administrative
dilemmas and are available through UCEA. Two additional UCEA .

publications are also germane to the development and use of case
studies: kfimegart, Guides for the Preparation of Instructional Case
Materials in Educational Administration; and Horvat, Bridges, and
Sroufe, Case Stuclies,in Educational Administration:- An Informa-
tion Storage and Retrieval System.

The case was defined earlier as simply a narrative description of
an event. The event usually contains a problem and is narrated in
sufficient context to reveal the forces, circumstances, and dilemmas
inherent in the problem. The case may stop at the point of.decision,
with the solution and its consequences unrevtaled, or it may include
a description of the decision taken and perhaps the aftermath of
the decision. This distinction has important consequences with re-
spect to the instructional use of the case. When the decision is not
revealed, the learner'is faced with the tasks of identifying possible
decisions, forecapting the consequences of the alternatives, and se-
lecting the preferred ,one. When the decision is revealed, the
learner's task becomes that,of evaluating this decision.

The medium of the case study may be a written narrative or a
dramatization on film, videotape, or audiotape. The narrative may
vary' in length from a few pages to a book. One popularized case
study of School administration, Hulburd's This Happened in Pasa-
dena (1951), was almost a national best seller. The crucial charac-
teristic of the ease is the power of thc.narrative or dramatization to
capture the learner's interest and emotion sq that -he is motivated
to invest thought and energy in seriously contemplating -the de-

-nouement. The intensity of the student's interest in the case is a
function of the poignancy of the problem, the skill of the writer
or film producer, and the pedagogical skill of the instructor.

Several advantages are. commonly attributed to the case method
of instruction:

placing the learner in the seat of the decision-inaker and thereby
forcinghim into an active learning role
permitting the student to perceive the complexity of the variables
and the breadth of the context in which action must be taken
quickening the student's affective as well as his cognitive response to
problems, particularly if role play is combined with the task
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exercising the student's power of critical thinking in relation to
reality - oriented circumstances

"I helping to bridge the gap between theory and practice
providing practice in forecasting the consequences of decisions

As in all reality:oriented instruction, much depends on the wri-
ter's selection of the event and the context in which it is presented, .

his interpretation of the context to the reader, and his conceptual
ability. to provide structure to the narrative.

The filmed case study has both advantages and disadvantages
over the written case description, though all the choices stated
above still apply to some degree. The filmed case has the advantage
of communicating the event with less intervention by the author.
Although the problem of fidelity remains in' any medium, the
picture and sound track are capable of presenting the physical set-
ting, the nuances of expression and gesture, and other aspects of
the circumstance in more detail than the written description. The
problem of selecting data is simply transferred from the case writer
to the director and photographer. On the other hand, the film
may impose more severe time and place .parameters than the
written case. It is also possible for the viewer of the film to assume
a more passive role in the study of the case than can be assumed by
the reader of the written narrative, who is engaged More actively
in the interpretation of the written word.

The case may be structured or unstructured. Some structure and
intervention in the discussion by the instructor are usually neces-
sary if organized theory is to be applied to the case and its out-
comes. The discussion also helps to refine the perception of rele- .

vant data, the analysis and interpretation, of the data, the search for
possible solutions, the determination-Of values or criteria to be
applied in the selection of the solution, and the establishment of
hypotheses for predicting the consequences of the deciiion.

Programmed cases are beginning to appear, particularly in the
field of business administration ror example, Hodgson and Dill
(1970) have written a programmed case that permits the reader to
return. to the writer his preference of the given multiple-choice
responses to several problems inherent in the case. The reader then
receives a computer printout of the author's commentaries on
every possible combination of responses that the ruder may have
chosen.
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The writing of 'Cases from multiple perspectives introduces a
dimension in case study that can be quite instructive in studying
the phenomenon of varying perceptions of the same reality by
different persons. "A Coin Has Two Sides" (Culbertson, Jacobson,
and Roller 1960) is an illustration of a written case of this nature.
"Unwanted Child" and "The ,Accused" from the Monroe City.,
Urban Simulation (URBSIM) materials are examples of filmed
cases portrayed from multiple 'perspectives. For example, in the
latter the lens of the camera becomes, in sequence, the eye of a
teacher, a fellow.teaCher, a social worker, and a teachers union rep-
resentativiall experiencing different perceptions of the same
events.

The line between the case study and the critical incident or
anecdote-is sometimes hard to draw. The major distinctions would
appear to be the length of the narrative in the case study and the
availability of additional information in the critical incident upon
inquiry by the learA.

Similarly, it is at times difficult to distinguish between the case
study and the simulated exercise. How much fiction must be intro-
duced to transform the case into a simulation of reality rather than

J reality itself? The "scenario incidents" developed by Alexander and
his associates (1967) at the City University of New York for the
training of school adniinistrators are a case in point. For their sub-
stance, these writers chose a number of relatql. incidents that had
actually occurred in an urban school system. These incidents, se-
lected for their decision-making and problem-solving characteristics,
dealt with school-community interaction.

The objectives of the instruction were to train the participants
to use a more flexible apr oach to problem-solving, to use more
efficient methods of searching..fOr and manipulating information
in diagnosink problem 'Situations, to seek information actively
rather than wait passively for its provision, and to help the learner
develop a deeper awareness of his own style of response and his
ability to evaluate the consequences of different response styles.
Actual school-community interaction problems were identified by
principals of the school system. A simulated input corresponding
to an actual incident was written into the scenario. These were

called "critical events." In addition, other inputs, called "ongoing
events," in the form of memos, phone calls, directives, and reports

ys
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characteristic of the stimuli that normally confront the principal,
were written, into the scenario to provide additional background
data and sequential variables. These data introduced a dimension of
time and sequence and perinitted the telescoping of action nor-
mally occupying-days or weeks into the frame of forty-five minutes,
the time normally allowed for response to each exercise.

As this brief description suggests, these instructional materials
contain some characteristics of case study, critical incidents, and
simulation, since some fictionalization of the incidents %v. as intro-
duced.

As is true in all development of instructional' materials and
methods, the task of prleparation is in itself an educative experience.
Many training institutions involve students in the preparation of
case studies either as class projects or as doctoral dissertations.
This, stratagem 'not. only, enriches the store of cases but also
provides the opportunity for the student case writers to learn in
the process of writing. .

Cases dealing with educational administration are now rather
abundant. 'Compilations of cases are available in hardback and
paperback, and individual cases are also available from various
organizations, principally UCEA.*

I will consider only a ,few unusual types of cases here. Gold-
hammer and associates at the University of Oregon have written a
case study and a sequel that together illustrate the use of the
histori6l perspective in case writing. Because of the long span of
time covered, this approach, is unusual. The first case, The Jackson
County Story (Goldhammer and Farner 1R64), covered in rich de-
tail and broad context the conflict surrounding a *metropolitan
school district during the period following World War II until 1962.'
Its sequel, Jackson County Revisited (Goldhammer and Pellegrin
1968), continues the narrative from 1964 through 1967.

Special Education Placement and the Law, writteriby Burrello,
DeYoung, and Moss at the University of Michigan and produced
by UCEA, is a noteworthy example of a filmed case (kinescope).

*See UCEA's annual catalog, Materials for Preparing Superintendents,
Principals, and Other Educational Leaders, for a list of cases available dirough
UCEA.

; -
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This case was designed for the instruction' of principals, directors
of student personnel services, special education administrators, and
superintendents at both the preservice and inservice levels. The
film consists of a dramatization of an administrative hearing before
a hearing officer appointed by the school board and the school
board's legal counsel. The conflict revolves around complaints of
parents of black and Mexican-American children about placement
of their children in classes for the educable mentally retarded.

The objectives of the case are to:

. inform administrators in educational programs about the legal argu-
ments used in currently filed court briefs, particularly in relation to
the nature of educational testing and measurement of the learning
ability of students, the role of parents in the placement 1Pirocess of
their children in special education, the extent of criteria used to de-
termine the placement of children, and the level of special education
progiamming

illUstrate the rationales used by various experts in school psychology
and special education for the placement of children in special daises
illustrate the impetus of legal action for educational change

provide a vehicle for the discussion of alternatives to the current
1 identification and referral problems in special education

. .

place these issues in the context of civil rights, discrimination against
minorities, and the "equal protection" clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment

The scenario presents background material as follows: a presen- .
tation of sections of the state school code germane to the issue, a
brief description of the community, a statement of the district's
policies with respect to the placement ofstudents in special educa-
tion classes, a review of current case law germane to the issues, and
a discussion of the educational' ramifications of policies and prac-
tices relating to the placement and instruction of ''students in
special eduCation classes as opposed to accommodation of them in
regular classroom instruction.'

The primary issues of the case include allegations that the tests
used to identify the students are culturally biased, that the criteria
used to identify the children are unconstitutionally narrow that
parents should be included in decision-making; and that .the special
education classes are not alleviating the children's probleMs. A
written supplement to the kinescope contains an instructor's man-
ual and a.summary of case law pertinent to the issues.

37
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SIMULATION
.

:Simulation has beef; used for instructional p
t
urpo tes in a wide

variety of occupations over a long periods of time, dating back at'
least as far as the earliest use of _Oar games. For Many years milir

ary academies and war colleges have used simulated strategic and
tactical exercises for training purposes. Modern space training

'programs have also made extensive use of simulation.
Business and industrial applications of simulation are wide-

.
wide-

spread, numbering as many as-135 simulation games used in man-
agement training for business and industry. The American Manage-

. ment Association's Decision Simulation, one of the more ambitious
prototypes, replicates an entire business. Greenlaw, Herron; and
Rawson (1962) have reported the use of simulation in business and
industrial education.

The use of simulation in the 'social sciences has been discussed
by Guetzkow and others (1962). Simulation has been 'ap'plied to
the study of government, international relations, law, social work,
and many' other social science-based professions. Liteiature on
these applications is extensive; a representative sample appears in
the bibliography.

Fattu, Elam, and associates (1965) have analyzed existing simu-
lation models from other enterprises in an endeavor to apply them
to education. Twelker (1970) has compiled a very useful synthesis
of literature and a bibliography on simulation.

Several authors (Rogers and Kysilka 1970, Boocock and Schild
1968, and Wynn-1964) have written of the advantages and disad-
vantages inheient in ,the use of simulatecrmaterials for instructional"
purposes. The advantages can be summarized as follow's:

The evident face validity of the simulation stimulates high inte rest
and motivation in learning.'
Learners are foiced to solve problems rather than simpl contemplate
them, as is often the case in other instructional metho
Complex problems 'and circumstances are made mo e manageable,
concrete, and relevant to the reality of school.admi stration.
The record of respondents' performances permits the accumulation
of normative-data and allows clinical examination and comparison of
"on-the-job" behavior in identical situations.
Experimental behavior, which may be very hazardous in the real
job, can be encouraged in the low-risk climate of the simulation exer-
cise; mistikes that might be disastrous on the job are not so in the
simulated environment.

38
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Affective, cognitive, and psychomotor learning can be developed to a
degree not common with more conventional instructional methods.
Time can be either compressed or expanded. ,

The "responsive environment" that characterizes complex, simulation
models requires the learner to accept responsibility for his decisions
and the constraints that they place on subsequent decisions in a
'manner uncommon-in many other instruClibnal methods.
Simulation permits a degree of introspection not common in many
other instructional methods..

The disadvantages of simulation .can be summarized as follows:

Costs of production are high; costs of operation may also bc,Aigh if
the instruction is computer- assisted..
Materials are subject to rapid obsolescence.
Some simulated materials lack guidelines for development and use.
Use of simulated materials; sometimes' imposes less flexible time,
place; and space requirements than other methods of instruction.

he scope and fidelity of the simulation may introduce some dis-
tortion of reality.

z
In addition to these disadvantages, the disadvantages inherent in

other reality-oriented instructional, methods (discussed later) also
apply in most instances to simulation.

JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP SCHOOL DISTRICT SIMULATION

The use of simulation in the training of school administrators
was greatly facilitated 'in 1959 by the availability of a simulated
school system. This simulation, "The Jefferion Township School
District," was generated by an ambitious research project; the De-
velopment of Criteria of Success project, reported by Hemphill,
Griffiths, and Frederiksen (1962).;, Although the simulation was
designed and used.at the outset to develop deeper understanding
of the behavior of elementary school principals, many professors
recognized the possibilities of adapting the materials for instruc-
tional use. By the summer of 1959 three institutions had put the
materials to instructional.use and reported their experience (Cul-
bertson and' COffield 1960).

Within a few years, literally hundreds of school administrators'
had agonized over the dilemmas that confronted "Marian Smith,"
the-mythical embattled principal of the Whitman schobla role
that was assumed by numerous participants of workshops and
classes in which the Jefferson Township materials were used. The
simulation included not only rich background material relative to
the Jefferson Township School District, presented in the form. of
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written case material, films, and tapes, but also three in-baskets
containing wide variety of problems ty.pical- of those confronting
elementary school principals. Thomas (1964) described these simu-
lated materials in detail and demonstrated their use at a meeting of
the National Conference of Profcssors of Educational Administra-
tion in 1963. t

MADISON SCHOOL DISTRICT SIMULATION

Although the Jefferson Township materials were widely used,
it was quite evident by the mid-1960s that the original materials
were becoming obsolete and were not as compatible for instruc-
tiona purposes as they fight have been had they been designed
specifically for that pur osc. Consequently, in 1967 UCEA de-
veloped expressly for inst uctional use a more up-to-date simulation
of the same suburban school district, renamed the "Madison School
System."

The Madison simulatiOn includes Written and filmed background
material dealing with the school syitem and community, in addi-
tion to specialized background material and in- basket problems
for an elementary principal, secondary school principal, assistant
superintendent for instructional services, assistant superintendent
for busincss management, superintendent, administrator of voca-
tional education, and administrator of special education. Instruc-
tors' guides are available for each of these roles.

Supplementary materials, include a game theory rationale for
constructing feedback to in- basket items, a computer-assisted in-
struction feedback procedure for an administrative in-basket prob-
lem, and a packet of resource materials, including transparencies
designed to provide 'conceptual models from/March and Simon,
Black andMoultonMiles, Gouldner, Gctzcls, and others that can
be related to the wor of the simulated roles. A more elabo-
rate description of the imulated materials and their, use is con;
tained in the UCEA c al- gig, Materials for Preparing Superintend-
ents, Principals, and Other Educational Leaders, and in the
Instructor's Guide supplied with the materials.

The Madison simulation has been widely used in preparation
programs for school administrators and in inscrvice workshops for
practicing administrators:
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MONROE CITY URBAN SIMULATION

Prompted by the compelling nature of problems on the .urban.
scene, in 1970-71 UCEA developed the Monroe City Urban Simu-
lation project (URBSIM), simulation of an urban school district.
The working papers for this enterprise enumerated a number of
issues that were to be included in URBSIM. These included, but
were not restricted to: black studies in the curriculum, conflict
between and among 'militant groups, planning and placement of
school facilities, personnel selection and placement, school .system
responsiveness to minority group demands, de factO and de jure seg-
regation; decentralization, financing of needed changes, student un-
rest, community conflict and political decision-making, busing, and
curriculum change. Although it was recognized that these problems
were not unique to urban school systems, it was noted that they
were frequently more intense and pervasive in the urban setting.

The URBSIM materials include three categories of content: de-
scriptive, interpretive, and conceptual. The descriptive content con-
sists of objective material derived from observation of the district
and its artifacts and from interviews with persons acquainted with
the system. The dpscriptive material'provides insight into the city
its economy, derhography, and society; the school systemits stu-
dent bodies, staff, curricula, and organization; and the problems
facing its administratorsrace, ,curriculum change, and finance.

external to the school system. The, conceptual ntent was
t***---AThe interpretive and conceptual contents were prod ce y per-

sow.
derived from generalizable concepts that were related directly to,
the interpretive content. Independent of 'the descriptive and inter-
pretive contents, the conceptual content is designed to prOvide in-
structors and students with a conceptual framework necessary to
understand the variables that exist in URBSIM.

URBSIM prov es both background .material and problems that
require participan to make decisions in the context of the district
as a whole, as wel as on the building level. This material is com-
municated through the use of films, kinescopes, tapes, handbooks,
background booklets, data banks, written case vignettes, structured
role plays, filmed and written full-length cases, in-basket tasks, and
other media. The simulated tasks are designated for the roles of
elementary principal, junior high principal, senior high prinCipal,
and superintendent.

..!'
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An exhaustive description of this simulation is beyond the scope
--.:fof this treatment (see UCEA Newsletter 12, 1971, pp. 3-6). I will

confine tny discussion to highlighting some of the unique charac-
teristics of URBSIM.

URBSIM is by far the most ambitious 'simulation of reality-
oriented materials in the field of education. Its development, has
been achieved through the close cooperation of a large, number of
Scholars of educational administration and related disciplines from
universities and other agencies across the country. URBSIM focuses
on a number of critical tasks not commonly found in conventional
simulations, such as educational planning problems. As noted
earlier, the simulition is addressed to* compelling problems on the
urban educational scene, notably issues of education and race,
which are not currently well developed in the literature or in
educational thought.

URBSIM seeks to build into' its materials conceptual content
relevant to the issues, rather than to leave the introduction of
'theory to chance.* The URBSIM materials make greater use of
multimedia communication than did previous simulated materials
in the field of educational administration. 'The use of sequential
problems is designed to introduce study of problems over a longer
span of 'time, with the cumulative impact of previous decisions

.
bearing on the learner's actions. Deliberate effort is made to gener-
ate feedback on the quality of the Materials, on the impact of the
materials on defined aspects of administra \ive behavior and the

1
learning of that behavior, on unique -uses of the materials, and on
ways of evaluating the materials..

Another noteworthy characteristic of URBSIM is its flexibility
of use. Selected compbnents of the material may be extracted for

*Some instructors, Kenneth ..Blanchard (University of Massachusetts),
John Croft (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), and John Kohl
(Pennsylvania State University), have found the film series of the -Bureau of
National Affairs, (5615 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20852) quite
useful in introducing appropriate conceptual frameworks into the Madison
and Monroe.simulations. the films in these series portray concepts developed
by Hertzberg, Lippitt, Batten, Likert, Gellerman, Argyris,McClelland, and
McGregor. \
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specific instructional purposes, such as teaching educational plan-
ning or improving skill in responding tb student unrest. Materials
may be selected to illuminate administrative behavior with respect
to a particular role, such as the principalship or superintendency.

One interesting consequence of the simulation has been the devel-
opment of other simulated materials that are synchronized with the
Monroe City model but arc focused on additional specialized tasks.
The basic model has served to provide the milieu in which other
writers could base. their simulations without Creating a whole new
set of backgrotmd_materials. It permits them to link up with well,
established, reality oriented instructional materials to accomplish
instructional objectives not served=by the original material. Thus,
the Monroe City simulation has become the foundation for a more
programmatic development of 'simulated instructional materials.

A prototype simulation to be centered -in the "Monroe City"
school system .is being developed by Brubacher and Shibles (Univer-
sity of Connecticut), and Gaynor (Boston University). It will con-
sist of a major event built around a "macro" problem areafor
example, the failure of a major school' bond issue. The "macro"
problem will be made-up of a number of issues, such as school inte-
gration, interagency ..relations, curriculum and instruction, and
general school finance. The simulation will be designed to provide
learning opportunities related to strategic planning in which inter-
related sets of problems are involved. The proposal includes plans
for. developing and using theoretical frameworks and concepts in
instructional situations..

McCloskey (Washington State University), McLoone (University
of Maryland), and Burlingame (University of New Mexico) have
been engaged in an effort to simulate educational planning prob-:

-- Ions based on the RBSIM background materials. This simulation
trill reqtlire -an orientation different from existing simulations,
which deal largely with contemporary roles and currently visible
problems.

OTHER SIMULATIONS

Although it is rnpossible within the space of this document to
review all the simulations available in educational administration
and related fields, several do merit brief description.

43
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A simulation developed by Bolton (University of Washington) is
intended to increase -skill in various phases ot the teacher selection.
process. Thc materials, available through. UCEA, are designed for
use in courses and workshops dealing with aecision-making
generally or with personnel selection more specifically.

This simulation includes a description of a hypothetical school
situation (usifig slides, tape recordings, and a programmed text),
a set of fictitious applicants (described by means of written docu-
ments and television films of interviews), and response devices that
require decisions and allow-analyses and feedback to be made.

The materials' are designed within a decision- making framework
so they can be used for studying and teaching the decision-making
process. For example, all dccisions require a consideration of a
hypothetical situation and a choice among altcrnativ.cs (the fic-
titious applicants). The choice is made on the basis of predicting
the consequences of the various alternatives (by estimating how a
person will he evaluated at the end of the, first year of teaching) and
then assigning a value to the consequences predicted (the explicit
criteria for seiection). The combination of the probable occurrence
of an entit and the value of 'the. event provides a utility measure
for an alternative, which in turn determines how the choice will
be made (that is, the rank-ordering of the applicants).

Because the materials are designed in this decision-making frame-
work, it is possiblc to compare the explicit criteria established by
a person with the' criteria implied by his choices. In addition, each
phase of the process can be examined and discussed in relation to
other decisions and the decision process.

Several simulations have been designed to train special education
administrators. The Special Education Administration Task Simu-
lation (SEATS) game, developed by Sage (Syracuse University
1969), helps students increase their skill in dealing with typicd1
problems confronting special cducation adMinistrators. Adminis-
trators of special education in state departments of education are
trained using the State EducationAgency. Simulation Exeicises
(SEASE) created by Sage and Sontag (1970). Stevens and associ-
ates (University of Pittsburgh 1970) off& a simulator to train
persons for leadership positions in public institutions for the men-
tally retarded. Stevens and his associates have also prepared back-
ground 'materials and in-basket problems In special education that
are used in conjunction with the "Monroe City" simulation.

p
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At the time of this writing, the Center for the Advanced Study
of Educational Administration (CASEA) at the Univirsity of Ore-
gon is developing two set's of simulated materials relevant to
educational administration. One set, "Ernstspiel," deals with
communications as the basis for task group development and prc-
scnts selected problems of communication in a simulated environ-
ment. The other set, Multi-Unit Staff Training (MUST), focuses
on a special case of differentiated staffirig in; the multi-unit school.
It is designed to help school personnel move efficiently and cf:
festively into a multi-unit pattern of organization.

Other simulations include the Shady Acres Elementary Princi-
palship (McIntyre, University of Texas 1967), which consists of
.a single in-basket with a minimum of background information.
The completion of the in-basket work requires approximately two -

hours. The Miduille High School Principalship (Laughlin, Ohio State.
University) consists of background slides with taped commentary
and a twelve-Rent in-basket. These materials are well suited for a
brief workshop or single class, since the entire kimulation exercise,
including discussion, can be compressed into two to three, hours.
The Community College PresideUcy (Johnson, University of Cali-

'fornia.at Los Angeles) simulates the work of a community College
president. This simulation is unique in that the background ma-
terials may be provided to the student and deal with a mythical
community college or may be actual. data gathered through on'site
visits to a selected community college.

Additional simulation materials are being developed under the
auspirer6f UCEA. These include the simulation of:

interorganizational problems between school districts and other
agencies
policy issues confronting school board members

- a school of the future
systems problems (education and race)

a specialized organizational Lunett6iis (planning)
retrieval and organization of pertinent concepts, research findings,
factual information, and theory for use with URBSIM

GAMES

The use of games for instructional purposes dates back at least
as far as the4riegspiel of Prussian military training. Although
general management games have been used in the training of
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business administrators for decades, their use in the preparation of
school administrators is.a fairly recent development. Model build-
ing for business management games is aided by the Availability of

-well- developed Operations.research and economics models that can
be simulated in the games. Such models do not yet exist in school

.administration.
Competition is a crucial element of games. The player's

. performance is precisely measured and compared either with an
established norm or with the performance of other players in the
same game. The value of competition in motivation of learning is
so well- recognized that it needs no .elaboration here.- However,
there is reason to question whether the desire to win' may often
preempt the desire to leafn and may thereby result. in some goal
displacement. Also, the desire to win may motivate the player to
second-guess the author of the game, rather than' to behave
authentically. -

The scoring of most games is absolute and therefore requires ac-
ceptance of the values assigned to the various options for each pos--
sible decision. In the real world of school administration, such
absolute value judgments are uncommon. Moreover, in a game
the only deeisidns available to the player are those that the designer
anticipated and built into the scoring mechanism. Thus, in some in-
stances creative decisions may bei preempted by the design of the
game and the scoring model.

Games" seem to be most successful when the consequences of
manipulating the variables are predictable. Indeed, this must be
the case if the referee is to have control over the scoring in a fashion
that permits determination of winners and losers. Like other forms
of simulation, games raise familiar questions concerning authen-
ticity .of the design model, fidelity of the variables and their rela-
tionships, validity of values, premises determining victory, and
reliability of the scoring. Losers have been known to rationalize
poor performance by invoking these considerations. Gaming also
requires considerable time and flexible physical arrangements.

On the other hand, it seems clear that games do force players
to account for their performance, to examine-the values by Which
their performance is judged, to live' with the consequences of
their decisions,- to behave under extreme pressure, and to feel
the emotions that accompany these circumstances. The relevance

) of all these consequences to school administration is...self-evident.
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PROFESSIONAL NEGOTIATIONS IN EDUCATION

"Professional Neiotiations in Education" is one bf the,,most
widely used games in. training educational administrators. 15evel-
oped by I rvat (1968) under the auspices of UCEA, the game is
designed t

illustrate the alma y important facts in.:a negotiations situation
pisovide insight into the particular area pf executive behavior It-
stracted in the game ,

focus attention on establishing policies- or ,strategics 'and on long-
range planning re:
provide an opportunity for gaining facility in the use of decision-
making tools

The game packet includes the following items:

a- opinion questionnaire to measure- the participant's "degree of
identification" with management or labor ideology
background materials relating to the simulated school .district in
which the negotiation takes place
a set of issues toile negotiated, specifying the official positior of the
board and thc teachers organization .on each issue (The game is
available in threefformsshort, intermediate, and longfor use in
instructional formats of varying lengths. The three forms vary princi-
pally in the number of issues presented for negotiation.)
guidelines for negotiators, a summary, of he board's and teachers-
organization's positions on each issue (each presented confiden-
tially to the respective bargaining team), and a definition of good-
faith baigaining
instructions for conducting the gaming session
forms designed to provide systematic feedback On.;the negotiations
for scoring the teams' performances
an instructor's manual

The issues to be negotiated in the intermediate length 'game
include: .

fA

I. recognition of the teachers organization with majority menribei-::,,
ship as the exclusive bargaining representative for all classroom
teachers

2. checkoff system for payment of members' dues to the teacheri
organization '

3. across-the-board annual pay increase for all teachers
4. payment of full cost of hospital and medical insurance by the

district.
5. duty-free lunch period for all teachers

t 47..:,
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6. preparation periods (five' per week for secondary teachers and
two per week for elementary teachers)

7. maximum class size of thirty in elementary schools and twenty.
eight in secondary schools

8. extra compensationifor extra duties
9. change from the training - incremental salary schedule to a standard

ratio schedule
10. all transfers for-tenured teachers on a voluntary basis
11. sabbatical leaves with 75 percent of regular pay for all teachers

. with seven or more 'years of service in the district
.

' . ) Participants arc formed into small teams of variable size to rep-
resent the board and the teachers organization. Opposing teams
are paired to form bargaining. groups. One player may be assigned
to fill the role of superintendent; who may then be briefed to
function in any one of various roles: mediatoi, "friend of the
court," fast- finder, and so forth. Any number of bargaining groups
can be formed to accommodate all the participants. Persons with
no experience ih board membership will profit by playing the role
of board negotiators. Similarly, persons without teaching experi-
ence can play the role of negotiators for the.teachers organization.

Experience with the game reveals that nearly all the phenomena
commonly associated with actual collective bargaining are mani-
fested in the game play. These include. caucusing, trade-offs, use of
threats and rewards, and occasional impasses. All the emotions
associated with real-life bargaining may find expression.

The game is scored through the use of three mechanisms:

The "going rate" formula yields a score for each bargaining group on
the basis of the variation of the final settlement from national
"norms" on the same issues. A high "going rate" settlement could be
interpreted as poor performance by the board team and good-per-
formance by the teacher team.
The "dollar cost" formula yields a score for each bargaining group
in terms of the total cost of the final agreement. A high "dollar
cost" settlement could be interpreted as poor performance by the
board and good performance by the teachers. However, since some
of the demands require little or no expenditure of funds, this scoring
mechanism is acknowledged to be limited in its utility.
The "degree of satisfaction" score is derived from data fed back by
each of the participants on a questionnaire that elicits their feelings
with respect to such considerations as (1) satisfaction with the nego-
tiations processes, (2) satisfaction with the realism of the simulation,
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(3) satisfacticin with the substantive outcomes of the negotiations,
(4) degree of residual disagreement, and (5) total satisfaction score
yielded_ by the sum of the other. four.

Because of the availability of three scoring mechanisms and.the
acknowledged inadequacy of each as a completely-valid and reliable
scoring mechanism, there may be no absolute determination of
winners and losers. Moreover, it is quite possible for a team that
has won a high "going rate" score to experience nevertheless a low
sense of satisfaction with the bargaining. The multiple scoring
mechanisms do tend to prompt more consideration and debate
about the value premises that can be made in evaluating bargaining
performances. -

The instructor's. manual provided with the game offers instruc-
tipn for the application of Bales' (1950) interaction analysis model
to analysis of the negotiation dialogue. Irreveals the relationship
between the pattern of discussion and the style of bargaining
and, on a more general basis, the relationship between communica-
tion and conflict reduction.

BANG: A BARGAINING AND NEGOTIATION GAME

Lohman and Stow (University of Michigan 1971) have de-
veloped a bargaining game that differs from Horvat's game in
several fundamental ways:* Mr

It provides a multilateral rather than bilateral format for negotiation
by including nut only teacher and board teams but also student
government and minority group teams.

It deals with two issues (racial balance and tracking system) of gen-
eral educational policy rather than with many issues.of personnel
po;5cy.

It provides for two negotiation cycles of three rounds each, with role
play of group meetings between the rounds.

The play is more controlled than that of the Horvat game because
of more rigid rules of play, definition of roles, control of time and
scoring, and more speCific instruction in bargaining techniques.

One full day is required to play:the gape. Twelve participants
are requiredthree for each of four birgaining teams. Background,
information on the school system and the community is presented.
The two issues and the positions of each of the four interested .

constituencies are clearly stated. 3
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The game is scored "qualitatively in terms of satisfaction with
agreements reached, negotiation performance and how closely final
agreements approxive original dispositions" (Lohman and Stow
1971, pt 4).

PRINCIPALSHIP GAMES.'

Two leadership games have been designed in the context of the
Madison simulation.* These, include the-Elementary Principalship
Games by Ohm and Wiggins (University of Oklahoma) and the
Secondary Principalship Games by Ohm (University of Oklahoma).
The rationale for the games is explained in the accompanying
instructor's manuals. The games require the' learners to respond to
conflict situations. Guidelines are presented for providing feed-
back and for evaluating the student responses, which can be scored
on the basis of the following criteria: (1) content analysis of infor-
mation moves, (2) number of students choosing each information
cycle, (3) ranges and numbers of times information is sought, (4)
decision choices made, and (5) types of boundary-determining
solutions offered by students. These games exemplify individual
competition against normative standards rather than team comp&
tition against the performance of other teams.

SCHOOL POLITICS GAME

Under the auspices of Academic Games Associates, Becker has
designed a school politics game that is still in the field-testing stage
at the time of this writing. The game is constructed primarily to
test the relevance of political science concepts to school adminis-
tration. A. minimum of eight or ten players is required, but as
many as t senty can be accommodated. The game requires approxi-
mately three hours for the play and subsequent discussion. The
player, function as individuals, though ad hoc coalitions may be
formed to advance certain interests. The players assume the roles of
school board members, superintendent, "president of the teachers

*All Madison-related materials are described more fully in UCEA's annual
catalogMaterials for Preparing Superintendents, Principals, and Other Edu-
cational Leaders.
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association, PTA president, and leaders of various community
,arganizatOns, many of which hold conflicting expectations of the
local schdol administration.

The pl. y centers around controlling the issues that come before
the boar for official action and influencing the actions of the
board and superintendent. This influence is accomplished through
the expen iture of "resource units," which are allocated to the
participants and subsequently -aperided or bartered for fop
from other players. The issues include such matters as passin*

,bond issuc achieving racial balance in the schools, locating a n
school building, obtaining a salary raise for teachers, instituting a
program of sex education in the schools, and reelecting or re-

,

placing incuml ent board members and superintendents. .

Each ,player is' given his own score sheet, which reveals the
points he stands to gain or lose according to the action taken on
each issue. The v lues vary both with respect to the issues and to
the' ndividual pla ers. The scaring yields a. single absolute score
for each player, anaa winners are. clearly determined. The rule's of
the game are fairly c mplicated to simulate the complexities and
conflicting pressures th t characterize the work of school boardS,
superintendents, and co munity groups interested in edixation41
issues. The game stimu6tes intense competition and dramatizes
the realities typical of school administration.

STUDENT-MADE GAMES

Andes reports that each student in educational administration at
the University of. West Virginia is required to develop-two simula-
tion gamesas a course requirement. This practice is noteworthy be-
cause of. the learning that accompanies game construction. '1.fie
designing of games requires understanding of the conceptual system
on which the game is structured, selection of the variables to be
introduced and their interrelationships, and anticipation of alterna-
tive solutions and the valuCs .to be assigned to them. Thus, design-
ing of a game may be more instructive than playing it.

- INDEPENDENT STUDY

Independent study is as old as leaping itself. It constitutes an
important component of all preparation programs for school ad-
ministrators. The most notable.adVantages of independent study
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are economy of resources and adaptabilit to the needs and con-
venience of the learner. The disadVantages dc.:..e. largely from the
learnerls limitations in identifying hi(needs, locating appropriate
self-instructional materials, and interpreting, meaning in the absence
of instructors and other students. Independent study is so common
and so well understood that no extended discussion will be under-/taken beyond brief descriptions of a few fairlS, unorthodox
applications.

NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

T'he National Program for Educational 'Leadership, (NPEL) is
built' almost entirely on unprogrammed ,independent.study. Still
in the developmental stage and unreported in the litexature at the

, time of this writing, the_program has headquarters,at Ohio State
University and the current coordinator is Ray Nystrand.

Interviews and a battery of tests.are used to help students iden-'
fay their learning needs in relation to their career goals. With the
counsel of the program coordinator, participants select indepen-
dent study tasks most appropriate for their needs and career goals.
To date, these activities have included such, diverse enterprises as'
reading, participation in the NTL program at Bethel, conferences
with scholars of variousspecializatioqs in education and related
fields, participation with professors in field studies, attendance at
Ainerican Management 'Association conferences, andwisits to var.:
ious educational agencies.

Each participant keeps a record of every, activity, including a
description, reason for selection, and evaluation of worth. The
participants attend weekly seminars that stimulate reflection on
activities and provide sharing of experiences with other partici-
pants. Group projects are also developed during the seminars.
Heavy emphasis is placed on self-assessment and capitalization on
the talents of participants through peer instruction. No courses or
specific readings are required.

Evaluation of the learning experiences is qualitative and in-
trospective. Participants are asked whether they feel comfortable
with the knowledge gained or feel ready, with the knowledge
accumulated, to assume responsibility for the chosen career
objective.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEM FOR ADMINISTRATORS

New York University has developed an Individualized Learning
System for Administrators (ILSA). Briefly, this program is an open ,
learning system in which various elements are rationalized through .

an integration of field theory and.systems theory. The experimental
program is designed "to see if certain concepts of individualization
of learning activities and of student initiative in the,planning And
operationalizing of learning behaviors could be worked."

Participation in the program is voluntary for both faculty 'and
full -time students, either of whom may choose between the ILSA
program and the more conventional instructional program. Stu-
dents are encouraged to think carefully about their objectives and
to approach content as a searcher or explorer with experienced
guides faculty) available to them. The main mechanism for achiev-.
ing these skills is the student's individual plan for a year or se-
mester, qr even less, of his study. An orientation program acquaints
him with the resources available in the university and the commun-
ity. A conceptual-behavioral format is supplied for those who want
it. When ,the. plan is approved by the professor, the student pro -
ceeds to implement it in his own way and time:.

-

The plan indicates specifically how the student's work will be
evaluated for marking purposes.*The student is freeto attend or
not attend sessions of regular courses. In either case,lcourse out-

-440 lines *and bibliographies are available to him. He may join with
other students or faculty for- one-time discussions or seminars.
Special-learning experiences, such as simulations of collective bar-
gaining, seminars on research methodology, or sensitivity'training,training,
may be arranged. Field trips Co 'metropolitan schools and
may be taken. Students frequently accompany faculty mem-
bers .to professional meetings and join them iii field projects or
research. .

At present, it, is possible for a student to complete approxi-
mately half of his degree program through ILSA. Courses that are
highly specialized or handled exclusively by one professor have not
been included in the ILSA program. Evaluations of student work
are undertaken by the team of participating- 'professors. It is re-
ported that the students who have particip-ated in the program have
developed a remarkable loyalty to it. A more detailed deicription
of ILSA.is available in the literature.(Rpse 1971).
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ROGRAMMED SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS)

Many programmed self-instructional materials in ducational ad-
ministration have been developed in rcce 'I hese include a
programmed textbook, PPBS; Educatz n mid You, y McGivney
(SyraCuse University); a programmed u it in school law Federal Re-
lations and Education: A Programmed ext, by McKeeg n (Bucknell
University) and Wynn (University of Pi tsburgh); a progr med text
on school accounting, The Meaning of School Accounts, b anham
tUniversity of Michigan); and programmeil units on data-base du-
cational planning systems developed by the Center for the A
vanced Study of Educational Administration (University of Oregon).

Several UCEA self-instructional resource materials merit men-
tion. A collection of more than two dozen "Best Lectures," dewing
largely with administrative theory, are available on tape. Other
taped series deal with innovations in preparatory programs and
with various aspects of religion and the schools.

At the time of this writing, UCEA, in collaboration with the
ERIC Clearinghouse On Educational Management and a number of
cooperating uhiversities and other agencies, is developing twenty,
four cassettes dealing With topics of interest to school principals.
These may consist of lecturettes, book reviews, research and de-
velopment projects not yet in widespread, practice, concept clari-,
fication with implications for practice, new developments in school
administration, descriptions of advanced practices ih schools, and
issues affecting the leadership of principals.

'The Ford Executive Leadership Training Program at the 'Uni-
versity of Massachusetts has developed a unique "resource bank"
to serve the fellows in the program. In brief, the resourceTAnk is a

major storage andretrieval system for learning experiences (people,
materials, and 'activities) that students m4' draw on. In a single
convenient location, there is ,a systematic cataloging and cross-
referencing of all courses, interning opportunities, books and other
printed and filmed materials, field experiences, and professorial
arid practitioner resource personnel available to students in the
program. It also includes the evaluative comments on these re-
sources made by persons who have previously employed the re-
sources. The, resource bank should substantially facilirate the
individualizatiOn and flexibility being sought in the Massachusetts
leadership development program.
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L
This chapter calls attention to the major problems related to

the develOpment and use of unorthodox instructional methods.
and anticipates probable future developments.

Prospetts

CURRENT PROBLEMS

A number of problems are evident concerning the design ad
use of unorthodox instructional methods. Some of them are IV
digenous lo all instructional methodsadequacy of the.,conceptual
system on which content is selected and organized; relevance.of
the content to the real world.; traIisfetability of the learning tasks;s.,

logistical problems. of cost, time, and obsolescence; and evaluation
of instruction, These_ problems should be as familiar to thtxt-
book authot[8iscussion leader, and lecturer as they are to/ the case
writer or designer of simulations. /
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Other problems arc fairly unique to the unorthodox instruc-
tional methods. Whereas the lecturer may be unconcerned about
feedbacks the instructor using the in-basket technique may be quite
concerned. Whereas the designer of an instructional game must con -
sider the rationale for scoring performance and determining win-
ncrs, the lecturer has no such concern. The human relations
laboratory trainer cannot ignore the personal variables' of the
group, as the lecturer usually does.

ADEQUACY OF THE CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM

The conceptual system (hat guides the design of an instructional
mode is central to all instruction The conceptual system deter-
mines the purposes of the instruction, the substance to.be taught;
the organization of content, the nature of the instructional mat-
erials, the feedback, and the criteria for cvalilation of perform-
ance: Put another way, the undergirding conceptual system
answers the questions: What is important? What is real? What
should be taught? %Vhat should be excluded? What questions must'
be asked of the learner? What performance standards are applied?

-.0 The underdevelopment of theory and conceptual systems in
educational administration is well recognized. This lack of adequate
theory has handicapped the development of design models in
school administration. (In busines's management and public.,ad-
ministration, on the other hand, the development of- simulation
and games is aided by the existence of more 'sophisticated
economic and political science -based conceptual systems.)

Many of the early simulations,- case studies, training labora-
tories, and other instructional strategies were developed at
random, with little evident', rclationship to instructional. (Pur-
pose or conceptual systens. The UCEA ,Articulated Media Pro-
ject (AMP) in the 1960si marked the first syitematic effort to
base learning on preclesign0 concepts and instructional objectives,
rather than to create inaterials from available field situations and
hope that some kind of learning might result. The concepts chosen
by the AMP staff to guide the development of instructional strate-
gies and materials. were drawn .fr6m emerging insights into educa-
tional administration. This departure from past, practice marked
a notable effort to dcal specifically with the theory-
practice gap.
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AMP also sought to- achieve explicit relationships among con-
cepts, materials, media, and purpose. Reality-oriented instructional
materials and concepts were incorporated into the same package.
Many,' but not all, of the unorthodox instructional methods de-
scrilied in chapter 3 are characterized by undergirding theories of
organization, decision- making, planning, communication, and other
administrative functions.

SCOPE, FIDELITY, AND COMPLEXITY-OF CONTENT

An ther problenlvssociated with. unorthodox instructional me-
thods concerns the scope, fidelity, and complexity of reality-
oriented content. Although the content may be nonfiction, choices
must be made regarding what can be included in and what must be
omitted from the case study, simulation, role play, or gam& The
parameters imposed by. it,

nime,
space, and cost are finite, and selec-

tion is inescapable. Since no model is complete, what dimensions of
reality arc dictated by the model? What distortion is imposed by
the' perception of the case writer or simulation designer? Is the
gamc or role play sufficiently authentic to prevent the learner from
reaching conclusions or developing behavior that may be appropri-
ate for the laboratory but inappropriate for the school?

Achievihg fidelity with reality constitutes a design problem in
creating analogous circumstances and variablcs. The variables that
influence fidelity may include task variables, such as matrix varia-
tions; situational variables, such as time available for decision-
making; and personality variables, such as character of opponent
or team member. Strictly rational design models emphasize task
and 'situational variables,' in contrast to field theories that may in-
elude personal as well as task and situational variables. Daniclian
(1967) report's that the success of simulation rests more on the
fidelity of reproduction of the appropriate values and assumptions
than on the fidelity of the whole or parts of the actual field
situation.

.

Beck and Monroc (1969) explain that the comple /ity factor
includes consequences for the learner, response choiccs, social
factors, and constraints of time or length of background materials.
They. point out that the complexity of the learner's analysis may be
varied by manipulating the consequences of his decisions. The num-
ber of response choices permitted in a game or in programmed
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instruction, for example, depends on the objectives. The encourage-
ment of divergent thi9king would require several choices among
alternative responses, while skill development would restrict the
number of correct alternative responses. Instructional methods
that require or reward group consensus or grOup understanding
such as human relations or sensitivity trainingcomplicate the
decision-making process and the analysis of the consequences of
behavior and require a more flexible matrix.

REPLICABILITY AND TRANSFERABILITY OF LEARNING

Replicability for other learners is important in any instructional
mode, such as games, in which comparison of performances is
essential, either for scoring to determine winners or for evaluating
the instructional method. Replicability is also important in
branched trials in programmed learning when feedback indicates
that the response is inappropriate and that other options must be
chosen to illuminate the consequences of previous decisions.
Replicability imposes a tight matrix..

Real concerns may be raided regarding the transferability of
learning from any kind of classroom instruction to situations in real
life. Because reality-oriented instructional materials arc usually so
specific but 'also comprehensive, the learner may have difficulty
sorting out all the variables that might dictate different responses
in different circumsta ccs. Games, for example, may be very ef-
fective in teaching ga esmanship, but the strategics of this games-
manship must be very pccific to the particular gamc if the referee
is to have control over feedback and scoring. The manipulation of
the variable constitutc the 'operation of the game and must be
built into it. 1

The problem of transferability of learning is different in sensi-,,
tivity training, for exa The kind of behavior that may be'
effective in a laborator with others also intent on finding deeper
undcrstanding of self an others may be quite ineffectiVe of even
dysfunctional in 'another group situation in which.thc participants
have much less interest in their interpersonal rellions.

Oh the other hand, there may be greater transfer from reality-
oriented instruction to real life than is possible with more abstract
instructional methods, since the specificity and realism of the foe-
mer become more recognizable in real situations. The student pilot
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in a simulated cockpit can recognize the stall characteristics-jhf an
airplane more readily from the simulated flight experience than he
could from reading about them.

Unfortunately, there is very little evidence available regarding
the transferability of training in educational administration instruc-
tional methods to life .settings. Such evidence as is available is not
encouraging. Some studies have sought to measure the school
administrators' behavior in the:schools before and after laboratory
training, as perceived by the teachers in their buildings. The data

o showed no significant changes (McIntyre 1967). However, Miles
he(1960) found significant change in the sensitivity and bchavioral

skills of principals who had participated in a human relations
training laboratory, as compared with a matched control group
who had not had this experience.

ARTICULATION WITH THE TOTAL PREPARATION PROGRAM

Most unorthodox instructional methods tend to be fairly specific
with respect to instructional purpose and limited to some degree
with respect to scope. At least-at this juncture, few if any institu-
tions find it feasible to build an entire preparation program for
school administrators on the basis of any single instructional
method. Consequently, the problem of 'articulating these instruc-
tional methods with the total' preparation program arises. Some
studies have shown that task-centered instruction has its greatest
yield when used with other instructional methods (Dahielian 1967
and House 1960).

Is the design model for the case study, simulation, laboratory
training, or game compatible with the model on which the total-
instructional program is based? If not how much incompatibility
is acceptable? Incompatibility may arise regarding content, pro-
cess,or content as opposed to process. A human relations training
laboratory may, for example, reward behavior that is not com-
patible with behavior expected in conventional classroom in-
struction clscwhcrc in the preparation program.

The problem of sequence in., the program also arises. Does
reality-oriented instruction logically follow, precede, or accompany
more conventional and more abstract. instruction? The purposcs
of the instruction would seem to determine thc answer to this
question, but the format of the total instructional program may
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not accommodate a logical sequence. The location Of resident
study in the total program.. the knowledge level required by the
student at his point of entry into the particular instructional mode,
the length of time reqUired for the instruction, and other logistical
considerations may impinge.on the articulation problem.

The accommodation of differences among sail:lents poses ad,
ditional problems of articulation: For example, is experience in
the human relations training laboratory required of all students
or is it elective? If required of all, shouldjt be of the same scope
and intensity for all? If not required of all, will there be problems
in adapting later instruction'to students who may or may not have
had the particular experience?

LOGISTICAL PROBLEMS

Unorthodox methods of instruction present some familiar logis-
tical problems as well as some that are unique to reality-oriented
methods.

The dimension of time takes on new significance. Independent
study imposes very few time limitations on learner and instructor.
Similarly, the lecturer or discussion leader can cut the lesson to fit
the time ayailable. However, on occision, time must be controlled
rigorously in games. And whereas some types of simulation arc
adaptable to sliort units of time, other types of simulation and
laboratory training in hurhan relations seem to require large
contiguous blocks of uninterrupted. time.

Simulation can provide in a short time experiences that could be
gained onlyover a much longer period of time in real life. Within
an hour or so, the case study permits portrayal of events occurring
over a peridd of several years. Planning exercises and the conse-
quences of the planning that might require years for consummation
in life can be foreshortened to days ori,hours in a simulator, par-
ticularly in computer-assisted methods. Simulation thus permits
practice in a relatively timeless environment. As in a football
scrimmage, action can be slowed or stopped to permit the beginner
to keep up with the action.

The costs of unorthodox instruction vary.with the type. The
costs of the instructional methods can be divided into three caw-.
gorics: (1) costs of development of the program and materials, in-
cluding field testing; (2) costs of installation and operation of the

a.
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program in the training program environment; and (3) costs of pier-
swine' for effective program management. Individual study tends
to be relatively inexpensive, whereas complex simulations, games,
and some kinds of laboratory training tend to be rather expensive
in comparison with conventional modes of instruction. All instruc-
tional materials are subject to depreciation arising from obso-
lescence, but because of their greater specificity, reality-oriented
materials may be subject to m9rc rapid obsolescence.

Obviously costs and benefits must be weighed in relation to
each other. A simulator might provide experience with benefit
approximately equal to that of 'the internship but with much lesS
expenditure of the student's time than required by the intern-
ship. Simulation permits the professor to control the learning
experience and to serve, as a resource person without the travel
and time necessary for him to exercise. these ,functions in intern-
ship and other field experiences. Thus, reality in the classroom can
be more easily and economically managed than can the classroom
in reality. This comparison in no way constitutes a criticism of the
internship, which has other 'obvious advantages over simulation.

Siniiilation can provide experience in a low-cost model of a high-
-cost?' environment.. The social costs, and benefits are hard to esti-
mate. How much is saved, for example, if a student_ administrator
bungles a play in a collective bargaining game or mishandles a stu-
dent confrontation in a simulator and herehy learns to avoid such
mistakes otherwise made on the first job? The relative costs and
benefits must be considered despite the impossibility of precise
measurement. Further discussion of benefits is undertaken later.

The availability of instructional staff capable of using unorthO-
dox instructional methods effectively is another consideration.
Skilled hdman relations laboratory trainers, for example, are rather
rare and fairly expensive. Professors whci lecture brilliantly may not
be so gifted in attempting to supervise simulation-based instruction.
It is axiomatic that reality-centered instruction, like.any method of
instruction, is no better., than the skill of the instructor who uses it.
Foc;tball scrimmages have not prevented inept coaches from having

11.poor seasons: 1

EVALUATION

The problems'of evaluating instructional methods are legion and
odeby no means unique to unorthodox instructional methods.

61,
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However, many of the instructional methods discussed here pre-
sume to stimulate both cognitive and affective devclopment,
whcrcas orthodox instructional methods are usually directed to-
ward cognitive development only; thus, the evaluation problem
presents added difficulty.

The massive criterion problcm has handicapped evaluation. The
inadequacy of theory in educational administration results in quite
imperfect criteria for evaluatiOn. Partly for this reason, much of the
evidence regaiding the Benefits acquired from unorthodox instruc-
tional methods is subjective and, random. This evidence has been
accumulated and is summarized below.

Most of this evidence is derived from the opinions of participants
and instructors who have had experience with unorthodox methods.
Most participants, both professors and learners, generally report
an exhilaration resulting from their experiences with these meth-
ods of instruction, particularly the reality-oriented methods.

A UCEA Survey of superintendents and profesiors of educational
administration revealed that a much higher proportion of superin-
tendents than of'pro fessors placed high value on cases and seminars;
convcrscly, simulation and other role- laying devices were sup-
ported more frcquently by professors than by practitioners. 'Phis
finding might suggest that, while active student involvcmcnt in
classes is viewed as important by those recently enrolled in pre-
paratoiy programs, this ,group is less willing than are professors to
have the central role in instruction transferred from the professor 6
to the student (assuming that the professor plays a more central
role in conducting seminars and case analyses than he does in
simulation and role-playing techniques) (CUlbertson and Farquhar
1971).

Weinberger (1965), who conducted a comprehensive survey of
the use Of simulated materials in the prcparation of school admipis-
trators, also reported widespread satisfaction with results among
both professois and students. How much of this satisfaction is
euphoria generated by the "Hawthorne effect" of novel and dra-
matic methods of instruction ind how much is attributable to
genuine and sustained pro fessionatgrowth has not been determined.

Few rigorous studies have been made of the benefits of un-
orthodox instructional methods As rioted earlier, several cfforts
are under way, particularly by Cross and Hendrix (University of
Minnesota), Immegart (University of Rochester), and Garove and
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Handley (University of Pittsburgh), to measure the' impact of simu-
lation on the' learnings of participants and particularly the degree
to which these learnings arc transferred.to on-the-job behavior.

I will now consider some of the claims made .. for various un-
orthodox instructional methods and materials' in light of the
opinions of participants and instructors who have had experience
with them. e

Reality-oriented instructional methods and materials stiula le
motivation and interest. Reality-oriented instruction activates the
total involvement of the learner, who not only studies administra-
tion but experiences it. When competition or feedback is intro-
duced, the learner's instincts for achievemer are quickened.
Virtually all the reports from persons who have us reality-oriented
instruction in educational administration confir this conclusion.

.Reality-oriented instruction tends to stimulate/more effective
development than do conventional methods of instruction. There
is no implication that this instruction is incapable of stimulating
cognitive learning also. More conventional instructional methods
lecture, discussion, and reading, for exampleare designed primarily
to deepen. the learner's knowledge, which of course must receive
continued attentions. However, the administrator is composed of
both mind and heart;.he is a creature of not only his knowledge
but also his tastes, feelings, values, and emotions. Threal world of
administration is,charactcrized by events and issues 0,731 are shaped
by the social and emotional responses of both the administrator
and others engaged in the work of schools. It may be that more
administrators are lost because I) f what they feel, or fail to feel,

. than because of what- they know, or fail to know. In reality-
oriented instruction, the. fcars, satisfactions, anxieties, anger, fa-
tigue, doubt, and frustration of self and others are usually
experienced very poignantly..

Reality-centered instruction often permits a depth of introspec-
tion rarely provided otherwise. It holds up the mirror, so to
speak: In simulation one can look at himself more self-consciously,
more deliberately, more leisurely, more Objectively, and with less
personal threat or self-deception than is possible in an actual
circumstance. Defensiveness and rationalization of behavior. are
usually less compelling than in a real-life situation. Students in
reality-centered instruction often report that they can see them-
selves better, can deepen their perception Of the effects of their
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behavior on *others, and can understand and accept themselves
more realistically. Such learning is helpful, not only in relating to
oneself more effectively, but also in relating in an administrative,
capacity with others.

Although the evidence is still quite fragmentary, several studies'
have suggested that reality - oriented instruction does yield Some
gain over altcrnativc methods of instruction in .the learner's under-
standing of self (Bolman 1970), attitudes toward his work (Sybouts
1968), and personality and behavior charlge0Rogers 1967 and
Mann and Mann 1959). P

Reality-oriented instruction permits the learner to profit from
mistakes. Just as the student pilot can fly the airplane simulator
into a mountain without destroying hiniself and the plane, so thc
student administrator- can:make' mistakes in simulated behavior
without the disastrous-cOnsequences of such mistakes on the job.
Siniulated administrative behavior permits one to stop the action, .

to see the instant "replay," to evaluate the results, to -start the
action over again, to receive coaching in alternative responses, and
to experiment with these alternative responses in a threat -free
environment so as to gain skill with them. These, luxurics are
seldom possible in real

However, certain conditions must exist for the student to learn
from mistakes. There must be feedback and evaluation so that the
learner's bchavior can be analyzed with respect to criteria of
"success." Alternatives that include successful responses must be
recognizable to the learner. Even then, the prOblems of transferring
the successful behavior to real life may remain.

Fern (1961) 'studied the, impact of simulations on the capacities
of prospectivc educational administrators to perceive problems
and find successful solutions to them. He 'demonstrated the
capacity of simulation to improve problem-solving skills but con-
cluded that considerable: feedback is essential in the simulation if
this gain is to be rcalized. .

Reality-oriented instruction may permit the learn& to perceive
the consequences of his actions' more clearly. Some methods 6f
reality-centered instruction, partiplarly sgquential in- baskets and
some forms of games, require 1,lic learner to respond not only to a
problem but also to the conscqucnccs of his solution to the. prob.
lcm. An .operational game may begin with a case study to which a
solution is required.. This is only the beginning, because the

4.. 1
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solution generates consequences that require further .sleCisions,
which have successive consequences, until one either reaches a dead
end or works out a reasonable solution to the problem.'

Other instructional methods terminate after the completion of a
single task or cycle of tasks; for example, the case study asks for a
solution, and that is the end of the experience. In reality, 'adminis-
trative problems are much more like programmed games than like
case studies. When simulations or ganies are programmed and com-
puterized, time can be foreshortened and the cycle of decisions
and consequences-can be drastically compressed in time, permitting
the learner to experience in a few liours events that would require
months or years in real life.:

Some unorthodox methods of instruction facilitate the direct
linkage of - theory and practice. The relationship befween theory
and practice in the several methods of instruction has been noted
earlier.. This linkage is essential not only in the design of the
instructional system and materials but also in the instruction
itself. Reality:centered instruttion permits the learner to proceed
inductively from 4he pioblem' to the concepts, theories, research
evidence, models, or generalizations that should influence the
solutionrather than starting with the abstractions and leaving
their application to chance, as more common in conventional
instruction.

Reality-oriented instructional methods that require feedback
permit the collection of normative data on administrative behavior
from identical circumstances if the simulation is replicabk. Norma-
tive data can be used for a number of purposes, such as: com-
parison of administrative behavior for student selection or evalua-
tion; clinical examination of variance in behavior for remedial
purposes; study of learning phenomena;', and development of
theories of administrative behavior. The first simulated school sys-
tem was designed by the Devjlopment of Criteria of Success pro-

.
ject for research purposes and contributed much to the under-
standing of administratiVe behavior.

If solutions to simulated problems or games arc programmed,
both the programnier and the learner are forced to analyze the
relevant data, the variables, the entire range of

more
decisions,

and-the sequence of decision-Making in a more heuristic way than
is common in conventional instruction. When the capability of
systems analysis is linked with computer-based gaming, the product

65
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is the ultimate sophistication of rationality and speed. This disci-
pline of systematic analysis of decision-ma:king yields much higher

ta tlevels of conceptualization, theorizi d model building than is
demanded by more conventional ins don. This method, then,
is a good way to collect and synthesize information systematically.
It yields a manageable way of breaking down a complicated systcm
into subsystems and often suggests,orderly ways to pool many skills
or sets of information. It forces the participant to. Make explicit
certain aspects of his behavior that previously were intuitive.

FUTURE TRENDS

Several predictions of future developments in unorthodox in-
structional methods and materials can be made rather confidently
by extrapolating some conteniporary trends.

Both the volume and the quality .of instructional materials will
continue to incr sc. The number of organizations,' both profit
and nonprofit, co mittcd to the development of improved reality-
oriented instr tional materials is growing. The University Council

( for Educational Administration, the Center for thc Advanced Study
of Educational Administration, and the National Academy for
School,Extecutives'are examples of such organizations. Instructors
and students are recognizing the unique contributions that these
instructional methods can make. As knowledge and experience
with these materials arc extended and as understanding .0 f adminis-
trative science is enriched, the quality of the instructional materials
will continue to improve. .

Many instructional methods will increasingly require the active
participation 9f students in dramatized roles in reality-oriented
situations. If both cognitive and affective growth are to take place,
the importance of total student involvement intellectually, emo-
tionally, and socially -in the learning exercise becomes more
evident. The poignancy of the learning experience appears to be
strengthened by such student participation.

New audiovisual media will bc used with growing effectiveness
and will permit greater dramatization of reality-oriented instruction.
One may expect expanded use of videotapes and microteachidg,
both now common in teacher education but as yct underdeveloped
in preparation programs for school administrators. Greater flexi-
bility of use will become possible as the mediaare better developed.

Th
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Instructional materials will continue to shoW a growing sophis-
tication. For example, complex case materials will be develiped
with Multiple 'roles and multiple components included. Models
and theory will be .applied . increasingly to the design, use, and
evaluation, of the instructional methods and materials, thereby
contributing not Only to the refinement of the materials but also
to our knowledge of admihistration

More emphasis will probably b placed on performance objec-
tives, and instructional materials. will be increasingly' oriented
in that direction. Similarly, one might expect. greater emphasis
on adniinistrativ.e processes.

It is possible that more extensive use will be made of indepen-
dent study. in the future. This trend may be dictated in part by cost
considerations..and be 'facilitated by Alic audiovisual media's capa-
bility of supporting independent study better than conventional
instructional communication. Programmed tear-fling's capability of
accommodating individual differences and. the cdmputer's capa
'Laity of managing the interface 'between the student and tite
instructional materials will combine to increase the efficacy and
the efficiency of independent.studir.

Finally, it is likely that much more emphasis will be placed on
futures orientation in instructional methods and matvrials. The
press in this direction is already evident, and the technology for.
supporting it is developing rapidly.

V
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